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General informations:

Changes in the manuscript are highlighted with dark red. Italic written text is the citation of the reviewers. Blue written text is the response of the authors. Longer text passages additionally included in the manuscript are highlighted with red. The revised version of the manuscript will be uploaded.

Response to review – RC1

Review of anonymous Referee #3

Remark: „The authors present a study of humidity effects on filter-based absorption measurements. These effects may be important with UAV-based (low-power filter-based) absorption measurements where flight durations are relatively short and so the drone may not spend a lot of time at a fixed altitude. These are some interesting experiments, and the authors nicely explain the theory of absorption measurements. I have not seen a lot of papers about the TAP, so this could have been a useful contribution. However, I have several concerns with this manuscript. It is not clear to me that the authors understand the instruments they use or what the data are telling them. Some key points are listed below:“

Response:

We thank for the review. The reviewer focuses on UAV measurements. Though other applications for the STAP are available like in helicopter-borne and tethered balloon platforms. Ongoing we will address the key points of the reviewer point by point:

Key point 1: “The TAP has a reference filter measurement, where the particle-free air downstream of the first filter is exposed to a reference measurement. This could explain why the TAP shows a lower response to humidity changes, and possibly why the sign of the effect is opposite that of the mini-Aeth. However, the authors fail to mention this crucial design difference.”

Response:

Thanks for the comment. We totally agree that we forgot to mention that crucial difference in design. To determine the absorption coefficient, the MA200 also uses a reference spot through which no air flow is passing through. Therefore, rh changes have a larger impact for this instrument than for the STAP in which the reference spot downstream the sample spot is exposed to RH changes as well. We updated the sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 to provide a more detailed look into the design of the instruments. The sections are as follows:

“2.2.1 Single Channel Tri-color Absorption Photometer (STAP)

The Single Channel Tri-color Absorption Photometer. This photometer detects light intensities behind two quartz-fiber glass filter (PALL LifeScience, Pallflex Membrane Filters Type E70-2075W) at three wavelengths (450, 525 and 624 nm). On the first filter, the sample filter, the light attenuates due to
deposited particulate matter. The second filter, the reference filter, is located downstream the sample filter and allows blank filter reference light intensity measurements.

By default, the particle light absorption coefficient is determined internally using 60 s averages of the raw intensity measurements for both filter spots. Therefore, in Eq. (5) \( I(t) \) is defined as:

\[
I(t) = \frac{I_{\text{smp}, \lambda}}{I_{\text{ref}, \lambda}},
\]  

(7)

where \( I_{\text{smp}} \) and \( I_{\text{ref}} \) is the intensity of light at the certain wavelength \( \lambda \) behind the sample (smp) and blank reference (ref) filter, respectively. Nevertheless, all raw measurements are recorded with a time resolution of 1 Hz allowing a recalculation of \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) at this time resolution. The volumetric flow is set to one liter per minute (lpm). According to the manual, at an internal averaging interval of 60 s, the measurement uncertainty is specified to 0.2 Mm\(^{-1}\). The spot diameter is \( \sim 4.8 \) mm which leads to a sample area of \( A_{\text{spot}} \sim 1.75e-5 \) m\(^2\).

### 2.2.2 MA200

The second instrument used here is the microAeth® MA200 is a small sized (13.7 x 8.5 x 3.6 cm; 420g), absorption photometer measuring the attenuation of light at 5 wavelengths (375, 470, 528, 625, and 880 nm; 625 nm are investigated in this study) due to deposited particulate matter on a PTFE filter band.

Similarly to the STAP, the MA200 detects light intensities behind a sample and reference spot. The particulate matter samples on a sample spot with 3 mm diameter leading to a sample area of \( A_{\text{spot}} \sim 0.71e-5 \) m\(^2\). The reference spot of same area allows for blank filter measurements. \( M_{\text{eBC}} \) is determined under the assumption that the change of attenuation is proportional to the deposited eBC mass. The measurements were recorded with a 1 Hz time resolution. With the DualSpot® technology the instrument is able to reduce uncertainties related to loading effects up to 60 % (Holder et al., 2018) but was not functioning at the time of the experiment.

Holder et al. (2018) reported that the measurements are slightly depending on \( rh \) and \( T \) of the aerosol sample. However, they observed concentrations of up to 7 mg m\(^{-3}\), at which the observed dependence on humidity and temperature did not influence the measured values significantly. Furthermore, they used another version of the instrument (MA350), which may react differently to changes in humidity and temperature.”

**Key point 2:** “The effects due to humidity changes are *temporary*. This is shown by the rise in absorption followed by a return to normalcy. The authors try to explain the initial changes by speculations about physical phenomena, but the measurements return to that shown by normal, unaffected conditions even as the RH remains high. The water film or beads would not disappear if the humidity remains constant.”

**Response:**

Thanks for that comment. We totally agree that the effects are temporary. But, the main focus of this paper is to highlight these temporary changes, since they are important, especially when a high temporal and spatial resolution is needed. The focus of our study is not on measurements with a long averaging time.
Indeed, the beads would not disappear. But after the filter equilibrates after humidity changes there is no change of the optical properties (attenuation) of the filter medium. Since only change of the attenuation of two subsequent measurements is important for the measured particle light coefficient a constant relative humidity has no effect on the measurements.

Key point 3: “A lot of the manuscript focuses on 60-second average measurements. The typical flight time of a UAV is 30 minutes, maybe two hours maximum. At the short end, 60-second averages are not very useful. At the top end, the instrument has time to equilibrate at a particular altitude to wait out any RH effects.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. Indeed, for some applications the averaging period is too long. However, the 60-second averaging part of the paper, was intended to qualitatively describe the observed effect. The reaction of the instruments is also shown on a one second time base in Figure 3. These are important to resolve the effect of fast relative humidity changes which is necessary results to develop a correction scheme for the $rh$ effect. Equilibration is not intended within this paper, since boundary layer physics, especially in the transition zone of mixing layer and free troposphere, do not allow for equilibration. Also measurements in clouds can be characterized by a fast changing relative humidity. Anyhow, we updated the manuscript by including Figure 3 to show the behavior of both instruments at 1 Hz time resolution in dependency of the $rh$ change rate $drh/dt$.

Figure 1: 1 Hz raw data of $\sigma_{abs}$ at 625 nm measured by the MA200 (blue points) and recalculated at 624 nmSTAP200 (red points), the smooth fit through the measurements (orange and black), and $drh/dt$ (purple line).
Key point 4: “The authors present an experiment showing that a dryer reduces the observed RH effects, but don’t seem to understand or at least fail to explain why - the dryer likely reduces RH at the filter, so the effect on measured absorption should correspond to that at lower RH. This is seen by the similarity in slopes between the non-dryer and with-dryer cases. A key analysis would be (a) measuring the RH post-dryer; (b) comparing the effect at the post-dryer RH (say 90% pre-dryer, post-dryer 55%) to that at the same non-dryer RH (55%).”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We refer to anonymous referee #4 (RC2 supplement) that section 3.3 only describes that a dryer dries humidified air and recommends to omit this section. We therefore removed the section from the manuscript.

Key point 5: “The authors compare the dry-to-wet and wet-to-dry changes without considering whether these changes are of the same magnitude both ways. There could be hysteresis effects, similar to particle hygroscopicity.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We refer here to the scatter plot figures (Fig. 5 and 7 in the new manuscript) which clearly shows the dependency to the sign of the rh change. Obviously, the magnitudes are the same for both cases, at least on the basis of the used averaging period which might include a possible hysteresis effect. We clarified within the manuscript and added the sentence “As shown in Fig. 4, the magnitude of the deviation due to positive or negative changes in humidity is approximately the same for each device in terms of magnitude.” at the end of Section 3.1. The sentence “Similar to the clean case, for both instruments, drying and humidifying the sample stream to the same extent resulted in a deviation of $\sigma_{abs}$ with the similar magnitude.” was added at the end of Section 3.2.1 and at the end of section 3.2.2 we added: “Overall, the magnitude of the deviation of $\sigma_{abs}$ was independent of the sigh of humidity change for both instruments.”.

Key point 6: “The filter loadings and changes in RH considered here are ridiculously high. See for example doi:10.5194/amt-6-2115-2013; figure attached. RH changes are more gradual and Bap values are much, much lower, which suggests that we will not see the high spikes reported here (except maybe in biomass smoke plumes). The high filter loadings used here (~50 microg/m3) are likely exacerbating any effects.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We agree, the filter loading concentrations are high. Anyhow, the loading periods where very short, and the attenuation due to loading with soot was never below 0.52 (extreme case), but the majority was above 0.74 which is a reasonable value for multi used filters or measurements in polluted conditions. Additionally, the filter loading concentrations cannot exacerbate the observed $\sigma_{abs}$ change rates, we agree, especially in the case for 1 second average periods the change rates were pretty large. Anyhow, we also presented cases with change rates of -1.42 to 1.09 % s^{-1} which can be observed under real atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, since the observed points lying on the same line with a constant slope over all considered rh changes it is a satisfying assumption that the slope is also...
valid for very small $rh$ changes resulting in smaller bias. To point out that the filters were loaded before the humidified sample airstream was collected by the instruments we added: “Two main setups were used to investigate the effect of changes in real humidity. In the first, the filters of the devices were unloaded and the instruments collected a particle free airflow with adjustable relative humidity to examine the pure filter effect. In the second, the filters of the devices are loaded to a certain degree and afterwards they sample particle-free humidified air which accounts for the combination of both effects, the pure filter effect and the effect induced by the hygroscopic behavior of the particles.” as second last paragraph in Section 2.3.

General point 1: “There are other minor issues, and the manuscript needs an once-over by a native English speaker.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We read over the manuscript and changed some unclear sentences. We refer here to the supplemented revised version of the manuscript in which all changes are documented.
Response to review – RC2

Review of anonymous Referee #4

Remark: “The paper describes the effects of variable humidity on measurements of light absorption with filter-based absorption photometers. It has been known for a long time that elevated relative humidity distorts these measurements and this is the main reason why it has been recommended to only use data sampled at dry conditions. In certain type of measurements, especially recently popular balloon or drone-borne vertical measurements drying is not possible and rh is rapidly changing. It is therefore important to characterize the responses of the absorption photometers to the changing conditions. This is what this paper presents. It is probably the first one that actually quantifies the effect.

It is an interesting piece of work. For me the most interesting observation was the completely opposite response of the two absorption photometers and actually of the different filter materials. This very interesting indeed. Actually, it should be emphasized in the conclusions that the responses are filter material dependend and should be quantified if and when new filter materials are used in whatever filter-based absorption photometer, not just the two instruments used in this work. I can recommend the publication of the paper in AMT after some modifications. I did not find any major errors even though I did find some relatively small points to correct and change to the revised version of the ms. I will list them in the detailed comments below:”

Response:

We thank for the review. We will consider the general remark and emphasize, that it is a crucial task to quantify the effect of any absorption photometer, either by following our experimental setup or by other similar approaches. Especially since the STAP can operate with different filter material. Furthermore, more measurements regarding the MA200 have to be conducted to fully understand all the processes. In the conclusion is already stated that the opposing behavior is caused by the different filter material. As recommendation we added: “5. Since the response is different in magnitude and sign for both filter materials, we recommend to examine the effect for other filter materials as well.”

The reviewer provided more comments and ongoing we will address them point by point:
Key point 1: “L106. "Ogren (2010) published the loading correction ..." and then the Eq. (4) is shown. This is not quite correct. Ogren (2010) presented a corrected version of the equation which was originally presented and also corrected by Bond et al. (1999).”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We think the reviewer means that the sentence itself is wrong, and we update to: “For instance, Ogren (2010) reported an updated loading correction function for the PSAP introduced and updated by Bond et al. (1999) defined as:”. We directly took the Eq. from the manual of the STAP so the Eq. (4) should be mentioned, since it is used internally.

Key point 2: “L124-126 "... we used the $\sigma_{abs}$ directly provided by the STAP and derived with the mentioned MAC in the case for the MA200, which already accounts for multiple scattering and filter loading corrections." How does MA200 account for multiple scattering and filter loading? What function is valid for Teflon? For STAP they are probably assumed to be done with the multiplication by Eq. (4), right?”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. Yes, for the STAP the correction function from Eq. (4) is used internally by the STAP itself to account for filter loading effects. In the manual of the MA200 there is no loading correction function given. Anyhow, Jimenez et al. (2007) empirically determined a loading correction function $K(ATN)$ for the Teflon filter-based AE41 and AE42 (Magee Scientific Company). This equation corrects the measured black carbon mass concentration $M_{BC}$ as follows: $$M_{BC} = \frac{b_{ATN}}{\sigma_{ATN} K(ATN)} \times \frac{1}{K(ATN)},$$
in which $b_{ATN}$ is the attenuation coefficient in m$^{-1}$ and $\sigma_{ATN}$ the attenuation efficiency of BC with a value of 16.6 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ at 880 nm. $K(ATN)$ is defined as:

$$K(ATN) = a + b \times \exp(-\frac{ATN}{100}),$$

with $a$ and $b$ some linear regression coefficients. Jimenez et al. (2007) reported values for $a$ and $b$ of 0.13 and 0.88. Besides that correction function, which could be applied during post-processing, the MA200 features a DualSpot© loading correction approach. Another Aethalometer (AE33) also uses the dual spot approach. A comprehensive correction approach using light attenuation measurements of two sample spots is provided by Drinovec et al. (2015). But, since the DualSpot© mode was not working during the time of the experiment, this also cannot be applied to the given data set. Hence, we suspect that there was no loading correction applied internally to the measurements of the MA200. Furthermore, since we do not know, if the MA200 needs the same loading correction of the AE41 or AE42, we did not consider any loading correction and decided to use the data directly measured by the instrument. This, if so, should only influence the results by a view per cent. As shown in the given manuscript, the areal loading density as well as the loading material do not change the response of the MA200 to $rh$ changes. Therefore, we think a loading correction is negligible.


Key point 3: “2) The manufacturers, their addresses, and filter materials used in the photometers are presented on lines 79-82, lines 129-132, lines 135-137, and 147-150. Maybe once would be enough.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. Yes, we totally agree, that mentioning once is enough. Therefore, we removed the first, second and fourth mentioning and kept the manufactures addresses in the instrument description part. The used filter materials are important, therefore we think it is worth to repeat the used filter material several times to emphasize that.

Key point 4: “L140. The reference to Holder et al. (2018) is to a conference abstract. I checked it at the conference book of abstracts. Sure, the abstract is there but it is so short that it does not contain any of the information you write on lines 139-145. If you cannot find anything that can be checked by a reader, you should remove these lines.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. The given reference refers to a poster presented during the 10th IAC in St. Louis, MO, USA. We updated the reference. We included the url which links to the webpage where the poster can be downloaded. This contains all the given information mentioned in the manuscript.


Key point 5: “L213-214 "... Filter loading mass is calculated by multiplying the apparent loading mass concentration of the considered material..." What is apparent loading mass? Define it. Where do you get it from?”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We think we did not used the correct words to explain what we meant. We therefor reworded the 5th sentence in Section 3.2.: “For both considered loading materials, the mass loaded onto the filters was calculated by multiplying the prevalent loading mass concentration within the mixing chamber with the volume flow rate of the instrument and the loading duration.”. The calculation of the prevalent loading mass concentration within the chamber is explained for both loading materials in the beginning of the Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 separately. For ammonium sulfate the ammonium sulfate
volume concentration (integral of the volume size distribution) within the chamber was multiplied an assumed ammonium sulfate density of 1.77 g/cm$^3$. For BC different approaches had to be considered. We added: “During experiment #1 the mean absorption coefficient of the STAP was divided by a MAC of 6.6 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ since the absorption was stable during the loading period and it’s a direct measure from the sampling instrument. For the experiment #2 the loading mass concentration was taken from the average of two consecutive MAAP measurements since the loading period was shorter than 2 minutes which is shorter than the internal averaging period of the STAP so that no stable absorption coefficient readouts could be provided by the STAP. During experiment #3 no MAAP was available and the absorption coefficient measured by the STAP was unstable. We therefore decided to estimate the loaded eBC mass by integrating the absorption coefficient during the loading period and dividing it by the MAC.”. This should clarify how the loadings on the filters were derived. Furthermore, we think that the word “apparent” is wrong in that context.

Key point 6: “L221-222 “Four different $\rho^*$ were .. for STAP, three for the MA200 …”. Were they not sampling simultaneously?”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. For both instruments the first three filter areal loading densities were estimated simultaneously. Because of the lower flow rate and the different spot sizes these densities are different. The fourth loading density in the case of the BC was only estimated for the STAP since no MA200 was available during this time. Anyhow, the loading density is in the same range of previous loading periods and therefore at least on case with that areal loading density is covered. The MA200 was also not available during another ammonium sulfate experiment and therefore we have considered 11 areal loading densities for the STAP and 8 for the MA200 in this case. We changed the third last sentence in Section 2.3 to: “The loading aerosol was split into two streams from one of which the absorption photometer were sampling simultaneously.” to emphasize that both photometer were sampling the same aerosol.

Key point 7: “When I look at fig 5 I see that the time when ammonium sulfate was sampled was hours. How stable could you keep the AS production? How would possible instabilities affect the result?”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We consider, that we missed to explicitly point out that in the experiments considering different areal loading densities, the filter was loaded before the rh was changed. We therefore added the sentence:” The filter were loaded to a certain extent with different materials and afterwards the absorption photometer were sampling particle free air with adjustable humidity.” In Section 3.2. Also we added:” Two main setups were used to investigate the effect of changes in real humidity. In the first the filters of the devices were unloaded and the instruments collected a particle free airflow with adjustable relative humidity. In the second, the filters of the devices are loaded to a certain degree and afterwards they sample particle-free humidified air.” as the second last paragraph in Section 2.3.

The loading periods lasted 20 minutes at most. During the loading periods we generated ammonium sulfate with an atomizer, which produces very stable loading mass concentrations (narrow standard
deviation around the mean particle number and volume size distribution in Figure 2) when the aerosol chamber is well-mixed. Only during the well-mixed states of the mixing-chamber the filters were loaded. We added: “The very narrow standard deviation around the mean particle number and volume size distribution in Figure 2 indicate clearly that the loading mass concentrations were very stable during the loading periods.” at the end of the first paragraph in Section 3.2.2.

Key point 8: “L257-261. There is speculation about possible effects of the negligibly small imaginary index of AS. There is a more plausible explanation. Why wouldn’t the explanation be the apparent absorption or cross sensitivity of any filter-based absorption photometer to purely scattering aerosol that the authors are well aware of? The apparent absorption should be mentioned and discussed at some point of the paper already earlier.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. This part is speculative and we removed the very negligibly small imaginary part of ammonium sulfate as a possible explanation. We agree that the cross-sensitivity of the absorption photometer to purely scattering aerosol is more important. The problem is, that the sensitivity to ammonium sulfate (Fig 6., measuring absorption during the loading period around 18:30 and 21:00 UTC) is also visible for the MA200 and it is not showing any variation in the response to relative humidity changes across different loading materials which could mean that PTFE membrane filter is unaffected by filter loading in terms of the rh effect or the loading was too low. This has to be tested in further studys. Anyhow, we updated the 5th paragraph in Section 3.2.2 to: “As shown in Fig. 6, both absorption photometers measure an “apparent” absorption coefficient of approximately 2 Mm$^{-1}$ during loading with ammonium sulfate (18:30 and 21:00 UTC). This shows that absorption photometers react sensitively to scattering aerosols such as ammonium sulfate. The scattering ability of any material can be described with the real part of its refractive index. It seems that for the STAP the slope of the correlation increases with increasing scattering of the loading material (0.15 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for a clean filter, 0.21 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for ammonium sulfate, and 0.30 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for BC). Ammonium sulfate has a real part of 1.521 ± 0.002 (at 532 nm Dinar et al, 2007) and BC from combustion processes has a real part of 1.96 at 530 nm (Kim et al., 2015 following Ackermann and Toon (1981)). Hence, the quartz fiber glass filters loaded with "artificially" absorbing aerosol inside the STAP could lead to a variation in the response to relative humidity changes. But, the MA200 was loaded with ammonium sulfate as well and its response to relative humidity changes is almost constant for all considered loading materials. Therefore, either the observation is caused by the interaction of quartz fiber glass filters with the loading material and the PTFE filter inside the MA200 do not causes this behavior, the filter loading of the MA200 was too low, or there are other mechanisms explaining this. Furthermore, since only three different cases (clean, ammonium sulfate and BC) were observed in this study more materials should be considered to investigate this phenomenon.”.
Key point 9: “Section 3.3. This section contains no other information but that a dryer dries humid air. The points in fig 7 are on the same line with and without drying so it does not tell anything about the responses of the absorption photometers. You would have obtained the same points also by reducing the original humidity. Even hypothetically there should not be a difference in reducing the original humidity or reducing it afterwards with a drier. Just omit the section.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. You are right. We omitted the Section since no new findings are given.

Key point 10: “L325-326. Please show a scatter plot of the exponential decay, not only the time series.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We are not quite sure what you mean with showing the exponential decay with a scatter plot in particular. Showing the decay for all investigated points is not helpful since the 1 Hz data is a) very noisy and b) the magnitude depends on the $rh$ change and is c) biased due to the response time of the $rh$ sensor. Therefore we added a new Figure (Figure 3) displaying the exponential decay exemplarily for $rh$ change periods at 14:22 UTC and 14:32 UTC ($rh$ change from Fig. 4 at the same time). We added:

![Figure 3: 1 Hz raw data of $\sigma_{abs}$ at 625 nm measured by the MA200 (blue points) and STAP200 (red points), the smooth fit through the measurements (orange and black) and $d\dot{rh}/dt$ (purple line).](image)

and referenced to this Fig. within the text: “The exponential recovery behavior of the MA200 (see Figure 1) requires a more complex approach to correct for relative humidity changes.” (first sentence ins Sect. 3.3.2) and also we mentioned the exponential recovery behavior in the beginning of Sect. 3: “This chapter will give an overview of the measurement results. The overall behavior of both instruments will be shown for wavelengths of 624 nm in the case of the STAP and 625 nm in the case of the MA200, respectively. A closer look at the behavior of both devices at 1 Hz time resolution shows that both devices differ greatly in quality (see Figure 3). The STAP (red dots and the smooth fit shown as black line) reacts very fast to
relative humidity changes (\(\text{drh/dt}\) as purple line) and then returns relatively fast to the zero line. The MA200, on the other hand, also shows a fast response to relative humidity changes, but then shows a distinct exponential recovery (see Figure 3, blue dots and smooth fit shown as orange line) and reports absorption coefficients although there is no \(rh\) change.”. The smooth fit (orange line) clearly indicates an exponential recovery behavior.

**Key point 11:** “Explanation in the text and in the figure captions what is the difference between figs 3 and 5 and figs 4 and 6.”

**Response:**

Thanks for that comment. Caption of Figure 4 is now: “Figure 4: Time series of \(rh\) (top panel) and absorption coefficient (bottom panel) measured with STAP (624 nm; black) and MA200 (625 nm; red) with clean filters.” and of Figure 6: “Figure 6: \(rh\) of the air stream sampled by the MA200 and the STAP (upper panel) and \(\sigma_{abs}\) measured by MA200 and STAP at 625 (624) nm (lower panel). First up and down ramp of \(rh\) conducted with clean filter, second and third under conditions with filter loaded with ammonium sulfate. Loading periods around 18:30 and 21:00 UTC.”. Caption of Figure 5 states now: “Figure 5: Scatter plot (dots) of all observations of the absolute excursion of \(\sigma_{abs}\) (\(\Delta\sigma_{abs}\)) in dependence of the absolute change in \(rh\) (\(\Delta rh\)), its linear regression fit as well as the summarizing boxplot of the linear regression fit are shown for the three investigated states (clean, loaded with BC and ammonium sulfate) at 624 nm (STAP, black colors) and 625 nm (MA200, red colors). Descriptive coefficients are given in Appendix table 1.” and correspondingly shows Fig. 7 the same plot but only considers the maximum and minimum areal loading density of the respective loading material. Caption of Fig. 7 states now: “Figure 7: Scatter plot of change in absorption (\(\Delta \sigma_{abs}\)) in dependence of the absolute change in \(rh\) (\(\Delta rh\)) separated into the different loading states (loaded with BC and ammonium sulfate) and minimum and maximum loading areal density on the filter. Dashed and colored lines represent the linear regression fit. Red and blue colors indicate MA200 at 625 nm and black and green colors indicate STAP at 624 nm. In the first panel BC loading is shown whereas in the second panel the ammonium sulfate case is displayed. Coefficients of the linear regression fit are displayed in panel 3. Shading of color in the linear fits and of the points are same as in panel 3.”

The main difference between Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is that Fig. 4 shows the overall (mean) behavior of both instruments in BC and Ammonium sulfate case whereas Fig. 6 shows the response behavior of both instruments in cases of minimum and maximum loading of BC and Ammonium sulfate. The first sentence
in paragraph 4 Section 3.2.2 already states now: “In Figure 4 (lower left panel), the overall (mean) response of both instruments to \( rh \) changes is shown in the case of loading with ammonium sulfate.” The second last sentence in the last paragraph of Section 3.2.2 already stated: “In Figure 6 (middle panel), the spread of the slopes within the shown cases is exemplarily shown for the investigated minimum and maximum load of the filters.”
Response to review – RC3

Review of anonymous Referee #1

Remark: „Düesing et al. have provided a systematic and detailed characterization of the bias of two widely-used commercial absorption photometers which results from exposure to step RH changes. While they have not solved the problems of these photometers, they have nevertheless provided useful quantitative data and useful correction schemes. The manuscript should be published in ACP after addressing all of my comments below. The most important comments are that the data must be weighted by uncertainties before fitting, that the running mean the authors used has smoothed the data (and likely biased the fits), and that complete uncertainties must be provided for the authors’ correction schemes."

Response:

We thank for the review. We will consider the general remark. Regarding the weighting of the fittings. The rh sensor uncertainty is constant in absolute value of 1.8% up to 90% rh. But the sensor includes also a response time which has to be considered as well. This is a very complex task and we cannot estimate the uncertainty induced by that. Therefore a weighting by uncertainties is not possible. The reviewer provided detailed comments and ongoing we will address them point by point:

Key point 1: “Section 2.1 (Theory of instruments) should be expanded to include mathematical statements of how the authors view the transient RH effects. In particular, it should be spelled out that MeBC is based on the difference between subsequent attenuation measurements. This differential attenuation measurement also raises the possibility of investigating and correcting RH effects by looking directly at attenuation data. The authors should either look into this possibility, or discuss why they did not.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We did not consider the attenuation because for most of the users of this instruments the particle light absorption coefficient and the eBC mass concentration are more intuitive.

Considering the effect of water in form of water vapor expressed as relative humidity we changed after Eq. (5): “Water has a refractive index of 1.33+i1.5e-9 at 532 nm wavelength. Hence it interacts with incoming electromagnetic radiation. If the filter is exposed to a relative humidity changes the light attenuation of the filter changes simultaneously, since the water binds to the filter itself (Caroll, 1976 and Caroll, 1986). Since a variety of filter materials, with different physical properties exist, we suspect that magnitude and sign of the light attenuation coefficient can vary with the filter material. The hypothesis is that the change rate of the rh (drh/dt) directly determines the magnitude of the particle light absorption coefficient, which depends on the difference of two subsequent attenuation measurements.”. We think that clarifies the paragraph.
Key point 2: “The use of a running mean for the MA200 means that the results are not equivalent to the 1-minute mean of the STAP. The running mean approach needs to be reconsidered. First, a running 60-second mean results in smoothing since each data point is used 3 times. Therefore the linear fits and R2 values reported are invalid since R2 is artificially enhanced by the autocorrelation which is inherent in a running mean. Best practice would be to analyze the 1-sec MA200 data and 60-sec mean MA200 data. The difference will provide insight into the STAP’s limited time resolution. This point is related to my next point.”

and

Key point 3: “The changes in Figure 3 are rapid relative to the 1-minute averaging intervals used. This means that the signal cannot be accurately represented by a single value (mean) during periods of change (increasing/decreasing RH). I would predict that increasing/decreasing RH periods have systematically different biases in the residuals of Figure 4. To correctly account for these biases, uncertainties must be estimated and an orthogonal regression must be performed in Figure 4, after weighting by these uncertainties. Most scientific software packages support this. Afterwards please highlight periods of increasing/decreasing RH in Figure 4 (eg with different symbols).”

Response to point 2 and 3:

Thanks for that comments. We choose the given averaging periods to show the general behavior of both instruments. For correction, the 1 Hz data of instruments were used. The linear regression is not artificially enhanced since we selected discrete points in the time series for the correlation. We described the method in the beginning of Section 3: “This chapter will give an overview of the measurement results. The overall behavior of both instruments will be shown for wavelengths of 624 nm in the case of the STAP and 625 nm in the case of the MA200, respectively. A closer look at the behavior of both devices at 1 Hz time resolution shows that both devices differ greatly in quality. The STAP reacts very fast to relative humidity changes (see Figure 3, red dots and orange line) and then returns relatively fast to the zero line. The MA200, on the other hand, also shows a fast response to relative humidity changes, but then shows a distinct exponential recovery (see Figure 3) and reports absorption coefficients different from zero although there is no rh change.

Therefore, we use an averaging on a 60 second basis to describe the qualitative behavior of both devices. In the case of the STAP, the internal 60 second averaging is used. For the MA200, on the other hand, a 60-second “running average” is applied to the 1 Hz measurements.

The qualitative behavior of both devices is shown as follows. To each absolute change in the relative humidity (Δrh) the corresponding maximum of the excursion of the averaged absorption coefficient (Δσ abs) has been assigned. Where the absolute change of the relative humidity is the difference between the relative humidity at the time of the largest excursion in the absorption coefficient and the relative humidity at the start of the excursion. This approach also excludes the response time of the rh sensor.

First, the results for the pure filter effect will be shown. Afterwards, we present the results of the combined behavior of filter and aerosol particles on the filters. For loaded filters, the combined effect will be shown separated into BC and ammonium sulfate loaded filter.”

Furthermore, the STAP has no limited time resolution since it reports the raw intensities with a 1Hz resolution and from which the light absorption coefficient can be calculated based on Eq. (5). Anyhow, the different behavior of both instruments on a 1 Hz measurement resolution (exponential recovery of the MA200, see Fig. 3) led to the conclusion that we apply a running mean to the data of the MA200, which is
similar to the internal running average of the STAP to describe the qualitative behavior of both instruments on that time base. Also, we included, that the rh sensor has a response time ($t_{63}$) of less than 10 s (see sensor specifications) as the 2nd last sentence in paragraph 3 of Sect. 2.3: “Furthermore, this sensor has a response time $t_{63}$ of <10s.”. The correlation of discrete points of the time series also accounts for that response time.

The scatter plot in Fig. 4 (now Fig. 5) shows the absolute change of absorption in dependency of the absolute change of rh. Therefore, the last non-excursed value (before rh change) of the absorption coefficient was subtracted from the maximum value of the absorption coefficient during the excursion. This was assigned to the difference of the starting rh and the rh at the point of maximum excursion of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$. To clarify we included the description of the method as shown above. We furthermore think, that it was unclear that we did not correlate the whole time series of rh and $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ but the difference of discrete points in the time series. We think the updates make this clearer. Therefore, the points in Fig. 4 (now Fig. 5) do not need another symbol since points estimated based on a positive rh change are located in the right half of the scatter plots.

Key point 4: “The authors have speculated extensively about the cause of the opposite trends of quartz and PTFE (lines 197-200). This speculation is of little value without experimental support. But I am not requesting experimental support. I am rather suggesting that the authors use these insights to design an improvement — use a mixture of the MA200 and TAP approaches to cancel out some of the biases of each approach. The utility of this suggestion can be tested by "simulating" a new instrument using the authors' measurements. The design details related to feasibility of this should be commented on.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. Since the underlying processes, especially the exponential recovery behavior of the MA200, are not fully understood. A new instrument could contain two sampling spots with both filters to cancel out each other. For that the different magnitudes of the effects have to be considered as well. It is only speculative why the PTFE filter inside the MA200 shows a larger response to rh changes. Besides the flow not passing through the reference spot, also the lower flow rate could have an effect but was not investigated. Therefore, we think a “simulation” of a new instrument is not useful right now. Anyhow, we included a paragraph, which gives a first idea how such a new instrument could be designed: “Since the filter in the STAP reveals a positive and the filter in the MA200 a negative correlation to relative humidity changes a combination of both filters within one instrument could account for the observed effect. A new developed instrument could use these two different filter materials on two sampling spots to cancel out the effect of each other. Though, more investigations have to be done, especially to understand the different recovery behaviors and effect magnitudes of the PTFE and quartz-fiber filter.”.
Key point 5: “In Figure 7, why did the authors not simply sample for a longer time with the MA200 in order to match the loadings on either instrument?”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. The loading of the STAP and MA200 under the given loading conditions can be converted to equivalent sampling periods of several hours depending on the prevalent ambient aerosol mass concentration. We wanted to keep these equivalent sampling equal for both instruments. Furthermore, under real life conditions the MA200 samples less particulate matter than the STAP by default due to the smaller flow rates.

Key point 6: “Line 260, not only the imaginary part of refractive index but also the real part will affect these results, since the real part will influence scattering (influencing attenuation as well as subsequent absorption). Please reword.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We overthought this and came to the conclusion that the imaginary part does not have an impact on the shown behavior since it is too small in the case of ammonium sulfate. We reworded also following the comments of anonymous referee #4 and we updated the 5th paragraph in Section 3.2.2 to: "As shown in Fig. 5, both absorption photometers measure an “apparent” absorption coefficient of approximately 2 Mm$^{-1}$ during loading with ammonium sulfate (18:30 and 21:00 UTC). This shows that absorption photometers react sensitively to scattering aerosols such as ammonium sulfate. The scattering ability of any material can be described with the real part of its refractive index. It seems that for the STAP the slope of the correlation increases with increasing scattering of the loading material (0.15 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for a clean filter, 0.21 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for ammonium sulfate, and 0.30 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for BC). Ammonium sulfate has a real part of 1.521 ± 0.002 (at 532 nm Dinar et al, 2007) and BC from combustion processes has a real part of 1.96 at 530 nm (Kim et al., 2015 following Ackermann and Toon (1981)). Hence, the quartz fiber glass filters loaded with "artificially" absorbing aerosol inside the STAP could lead to a variation in the response to relative humidity changes. But, the MA200 was loaded with ammonium sulfate as well and its response to relative humidity changes is almost constant for all considered loading materials. Therefore, either the observation is caused by the interaction of quartz fiber glass filters with the loading material and the PTFE filter inside the MA200 do not causes this behavior, the filter loading of the MA200 was too low, or there are other mechanisms explaining this. Furthermore, since only three different cases (clean, ammonium sulfate and BC) were observed in this study more materials should be considered to investigate this phenomenon.”
Key point 8: “The correction schemes are not perfect, but they are useful. Certainly these and other authors will apply them at some point. It is therefore very important to report UNCERTAINTIES for the correction schemes. Both a percentage uncertainty and a bias (absolute value, in analogy to limit of detection) uncertainty must be reported. The bias requirement is illustrated in Figure 10, where 2/Mm of false signal result from a step RH change of about 30%. This bias of 2/Mm means that a true signal of 1/Mm would hardly be measurable.

I do not know of a formal reference for handling this kind of bias, but I have encountered it in my own work and thought a bit about an easily understandable solution. My best suggestion is to allow users to answer the question: what is the minimum reported value which I can trust, if I am willing to accept a maximum inaccuracy of 25%? This question can be answered with a simple mathematical formulation which I will leave for the authors to provide. The answer to this question (the actual bias) will obviously depend on the magnitude of Δrh.”

Response:

Thanks for that comment. We reworded a major fraction of Section 3.3.1 including the correction scheme of the STAP. It states now:” In Figure 8 the correlation of rh change rate (drh/dt) and the measured σabs at 624 nm measured by the STAP (red circles) and recalculated with respect to standard conditions (pressure of 1013.25 hPa and temperature 273.15 K) is shown. The STAP-based background eBC mass concentration during the experiment was ~190 ng m⁻³ (at standard conditions, σabs at 624 nm converted with a MAC of 6.6 m² g⁻¹), which corresponds to offset (standard conditions corrected values) in the shown scatterplot of Figure 8 and which has no influence on the response to rh changes as shown previously.

The rh change rate ranged from -10.8 to 14.5 % s⁻¹. These rates correspond to a σabs of -231 to 192 Mm⁻¹ for recalculated values at standard conditions and -203 to 164 Mm⁻¹ directly measured by the instrument. But these measurements are biased by the response time of the relative humidity sensor so that the “real” rh change-rate cannot fully represented by these measurements. On average the slope (correction factor Crh in Eq. (8)) of the linear fit is 10.08 (± 0.12) Mm⁻¹ s %⁻¹ for standard conditions and 8.82 (± 0.10) Mm⁻¹ s %⁻¹ for direct instrument output, respectively. Calculating the particle light absorption coefficient introduced by rh changes with:

\[
\sigma_{abs,\text{meas}} - \sigma_{abs,\text{corr}} = C_{\text{rh}} \frac{drh}{dt}
\]  

for different rh change rates in both, the recalculated and direct instrument output case, and subtracting it from measurements allows to correct for the observed effect as follows:

\[
\sigma_{abs,\text{corr}} = \sigma_{abs,\text{meas}} - \sigma_{abs,\text{rh}}
\]  

and after replacing \(\sigma_{abs,\text{rh}}\) in Eq. (8) with Eq. (9) follows:

\[
\sigma_{abs,\text{corr}} = \sigma_{abs,\text{meas}} - C_{\text{rh}} \frac{drh}{dt}
\]  

The y-intersect of the linear fit in Figure 8 has not to be considered for correction as mentioned before. Disadvantageously, with this correction the noise of the rh sensor will propagate in the corrected \(\sigma_{abs}\).
Furthermore, the linear fit in Figure 8 under- or overestimates the behavior in regimes of very high relative humidity change rates most likely due to the response time of the rh sensor, so that the correction function cannot entirely correct the bias. Therefore, the given correction factor $C_{rh}$ consists of uncertainties, which cannot be entirely addressed. Hence, it is only a first guess, needs further refinement and right now we do not recommend to use the correction approach as long the uncertainties are not fully addressed. Furthermore, since only one STAP was tested, other STAP may have other correction factors due to a unit to unit variability. Additionally, other filter materials used in the STAP can also lead to another behavior. Anyhow, the upper function was applied to STAP measurements conducted with the same rh sensor under atmospheric conditions.

Exemplarily, Figure 9 shows this application. The figure shows airborne measurements of $\sigma_{abs}$ at 624 nm derived with the STAP derived during a campaign conducted in March 2017 in East Germany. The upper panel displays the rh of a dried aerosol sample stream measured upstream of the STAP. The lower panel shows the recalculated $\sigma_{abs}$ at 624 nm wavelength corrected for rh changes (black) and biased by rh changes (red). In the periods where the rh changes relatively fast ($drh/dt$ of -0.55 to 0.56 % s$^{-1}$ e.g. at around 6200 seconds), the uncorrected $\sigma_{abs}$ overshoots. The correction significantly reduces this bias and smooth out the measurements during the periods of rh changes. At the peaks of $drh/dt$ the difference of the corrected and uncorrected values is up to 1.5 Mm$^{-1}$, which is significant with respect to the measured $\sigma_{abs}$. The periods with negative $\sigma_{abs}$ are not introduced by the rh effect. We moreover think that a small offset is introduced in the initialization process of the instrument. Despite the imperfection of the correction scheme, this linear approach can be useful to derive a rough estimate of the accuracy of the measurements. For instance let $x$ be the required accuracy for the measurements in % and $\sigma_{abs}$ the measured particle light absorption coefficient we can express the ambient particle light absorption coefficient which is at least needed to fulfill the accuracy criterion in dependency of the rh change rate $drh/dt$: 

$$\sigma_{abs,meas} \geq 100\% \times C_{rh} \left[ Mm^{-1}s \right] \left[ \frac{drh}{dt} \left[ \% s \right] \right].$$

(11)

Exemplarily, if a change rate of 0.1 % s$^{-1}$ is measured and an accuracy of 25% is needed, at least a measured particle light absorption coefficient of around 4 Mm$^{-1}$ is needed to fulfill the accuracy criterion.

The main reason why we did not provide any uncertainties of the correction scheme besides the uncertainty of the slope is that we simply cannot quantify the uncertainty introduced by the response time of the rh sensor. Furthermore, each rh sensor will have different characteristics so that the correction scheme, if any, can only be applied using this sensor. We moreover suggest to use the findings to estimate the measurement uncertainties introduced by rh changes and to set a lower threshold of reliable measurements depending on the required accuracy and prevalent rh change rate.

For the MA200, the problem is even more complex since the correction approach results in slightly different coefficients of the correction formula when applied to other similar experiments. This could be due to a unit-to-unit variability or other phenomena affecting the PTFE response so that not all uncertainties can be addressed. Furthermore, the response time of the rh sensor introduces some uncertainty to the correction approach which cannot be quantified. Since, we do not recommend to use the correction scheme providing uncertainties is of little value. Similar to the STAP the correction approach looks a) promising and shows the right direction and b) could be used to roughly estimate the bias in the measurements due to rh changes. Also, the last sentence of the second last paragraph and the last
paragraph of Section 3.3.2 states now: “Here, the response time of the sensor could account at least for a part of the imperfection of the correction approach and cannot be fully quantified, yet.

Unfortunately, the application of the same correction approach to other similar experiments resulted in different correction function a and b. Applying the approach to two clean case experiments from section 3.1 resulted in optimized parameters of $a = -0.92$ and $-1.03$ and $b = 0.974$ and 0.971, respectively. Hence, it is just a first step trying to account for relative humidity changes and further research with more MA200 simultaneously has to be done to fully understand the underlying processes and to fully quantify the uncertainties of the correction scheme. Nevertheless, the presented approach significantly reduces the amplitude of the bias in the shown data set (see Figure 10). But, up to now we cannot recommend to use the given parameters to correct for rh effects. At most it can be used to make a rough estimate of how measurements of the particle light absorption coefficient derived the MA200 could be biased by rh changes.”.

Minor comments:

We thank the reviewer for all the minor points, we will comment on each separately point by point.

Point 1: “1. I would suggest taking the natural logarithm of Equations 1 and 2, or at least 2, so that the important terms (exponents of e) are more easily visible. Also, please at line 99 add a sentence clarifying that reinterpreting l as an aerosol path length does not mean that $\sigma$ represents the aerosol absorption coefficient but still the filter attenuation coefficient.”

Response:

We expressed Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) following the reviewer. In principle the theory should explain how the particle light absorption coefficient is derived. We followed the recommendations of the reviewer and added the sentence: “But, a reinterpretation of the path length does not mean that the result is the particle light absorption coefficient, but still the light attenuation coefficient.”. But, we used the term light attenuation coefficient instead of filter attenuation coefficient.

Point 2: “Line 116, please change “provide” to "report" since the photometers only estimate eBC.”

Response:

We changed according the referees comment.

Point 3: "Comparison" by who, are those unpublished results from the authors’ lab?

Response:

Yes, these are unpublished results from the authors’ lab and the data can be requested if needed. We changed the last paragraph in Sect. 2.1 to: “Lab-comparison of the eBC mass concentration between a MAAP (Multi Angle Absorption Photometer; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 27 Forge Parkway, 02038 Franklin, MA, USA; Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004) at 637 nm wavelength and MA200 at 625 nm and STAP at 624
nm beforehand the experiment revealed a good agreement within 3% and within 6%, respectively. For the STAP a MAC of 6.6 m² g⁻¹ was assumed. Since a MAC of 6.6 m² g⁻¹ is used for the MAAP at 637 nm, in this study we used the σ_{abs} directly provided by the STAP and derived with the mentioned MAC in the case for the MA200, which already accounts for multiple scattering and filter loading corrections.

Point 4: “Line 138 and 155, I suggest SI units of area”.

Response:

Thanks for the comment. We are not sure what the reviewer means with Si-units of area. To our opinion m² is already a SI-unit.

Point 5: “Line 167, change "by passing" to "by passing it through" (this sentence required 3 reads to be understood)”

Response:

We updated to: “One of the flows was humidified by passing through two glass tubes containing distilled water at room temperature with an inlet and outlet for compressed particle free air.”.

Point 6: “I have not seen the term "floating mean" used before and an internet search did not bring up any definitions. I would recommend "running mean" (more precise, since floating implies complete freedom whereas running implies autocorrelation).”

Response:

We changed each occurrence of floating mean with running mean.

Point 7: The Section "Recommendations" should be a numbered section or subsection, and no sections should come after Conclusions.

and

Point 8: In Recommendations and the Introduction, the authors suggest avoiding fast changes by ascending slowly. This is simply not possible in some scenarios (unmixed layers, clouds) and this should be noted.

Response to point 7 and 8:

Thanks for the comments. We removed the heading of the recommendations section and changed to the paragraph with the recommendations to: “The findings summarized above lead to following recommendations how to use this type of instruments:

1. When used for vertical profiling, apparent sharp gradients in rh during the profile have to be taken into account.
   a. The ascending speed of the profiling platform should be reduced if possible, to decrease the temporal change of rh, but in some scenarios this is simply not possible and therefore,
b. when fast relative humidity changes cannot be avoided, such periods have to be removed from the data set, or at least to estimate the uncertainties of the measurements based on the presented correction functions. Therefore,

2. we recommend recording the \( rh \) of the sampled aerosol. This allows to determine \( rh \) change rates. This allows to roughly estimate the bias of \( rh \) changes on filter-based absorption measurements with these two instruments.

3. The usage of a dryer is highly recommended, because it reduces the amplitude of the excursion in the measurements during fast \( rh \) changes.

4. For both instruments we recommend to conduct more similar experiments to address the flaws of our study to refine the presented correction approaches.

5. Since the response is different in magnitude and sign for both filter materials, we recommend to examine the effect for other filter materials as well.

Also, we added in the last paragraph of the Abstract: “Due to our findings, we recommend to use an aerosol dryer upstream of absorption photometers to reduce the \( rh \) effect significantly. Furthermore, when absorption photometers are used in vertical measurements, the ascending or descending speed through layers of large \( rh \) gradients has to be low to minimize the observed \( rh \) effect. But this is simply not possible in some scenarios especially in unmixed layers or clouds. Additionally, recording the \( rh \) of the sample stream allows correcting for the bias during post processing of the data. This data correction leads to reasonable results, according the given example in this study.”

Point 9: “Table 1: I see no bold entries.” and point 10: “Table 2: Instead of custom formatting, add a column "Filter Number" which increases by 1 when appropriate.”

Response:

Thanks for the comment. We updated the tables to:

Table 1: Filter loading mass concentration \((M_{BC})\) of the black carbon particles and filter areal loading density (deposited mass per spot area) \(\rho^*\). \(M_{BC}\) were determined by dividing the average \(\sigma_{abs}\) of the STAP with an assumed \(MAC\) of 6.6 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) or based on the MAAP measurements. Usage of same filter is indicated by its filter number. Bold written entries were used for the investigation of the \(rh\) effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filter number</th>
<th>(M_{BC}) [(\mu g) m(^{-3})]</th>
<th>(\rho^*_{BC,i}) [mg m(^{-2})]</th>
<th>STAP</th>
<th>MA200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>44.5 (STAP)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.4 (STAP)</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.6 (STAP)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>52.6 (MAAP, 2 scans)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.7 (integral of STAP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Average volume and mass concentration ($V_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$, $M_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$) of the loading (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ aerosol derived from the used MPSS (number of used scans in brackets) and loading areal density $\rho^{*}_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$ of the filters are given. Usage of same filter is indicated by its filter number, which means that the filter loading mass was adding up during the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filter number</th>
<th>$V_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$ [$\mu$m$^3$ cm$^{-3}$] (# scans)</th>
<th>$M_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$ [µg m$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>$\rho^{*}_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}$ [mg m$^{-2}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>15.4 (2)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.6 (1)</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.6 (3)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>20.6 (4)</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>33.1 (3)</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.5 (5)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>20.3 (3)</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.3 (3)</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>23.9 (3)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.4 (4)</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.8 (2)</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>99.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The changes within the manuscript are manifold and we refer here to the marked-up version below, which contains all the changes.

The new Figure 3 is included in the supplemental material with all the other figures.
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Abstract.

Measuring vertical profiles of the particle light absorption coefficient by using absorption photometers may face the challenge of fast changes in relative humidity. These absorption photometers determine the particle light absorption coefficient due to a change in light attenuation through a particle-loaded filter. The filter material, however, takes up or releases water with changing relative humidity ($rh$ in %), influencing thus the light attenuation.

A sophisticated set of laboratory experiments was therefore conducted to investigate the effect of fast $rh$ changes ($d rh/dt$) on the particle light absorption coefficient ($\sigma_{ab}$ in Mm$^{-1}$) derived with two absorption photometers. The $rh$ dependency was examined based on different filter types and filter loadings with respect to loading material and loading areal density.

Different filter material was used in the two examined instruments. The Single Channel Tri-Color Absorption Photometer (STAP; Brechtel Manufacturing Inc, 1789 Addison Way, Hayward, CA 94544, USA) relies on quartz-fiber filter (PALL LifeScience, Pallflex Membrane Filters Type E702075W) and the microAeth® MA200 (AethLabs, 1640 Valencia St, Suite 3C, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA) is based on a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter band. Furthermore, three cases were investigated: clean filter, filter loaded with black carbon (BC) and filter loaded with ammonium sulfate. The filter loading areal densities ($\rho^*$) ranged from 3.1 to 99.6 mg m$^{-2}$ in the case of the STAP and ammonium sulfate, 1.2 to 37.6 mg m$^{-2}$ considering the MA200. Investigating BC loaded cases, $\rho^*$BC was in the range of 2.9 to 43.0 and 1.1 to 16.3 mg m$^{-2}$ for the STAP and MA200, respectively. In addition, the effect of a silica-bead based diffusion on the $rh$ effect was investigated.

Both instruments revealed opposing responses to relative humidity changes ($\Delta rh$) with different amplitudes. Whereas the STAP shows a linear dependence to relative humidity changes, the MA200 is characterized by an distinct exponential recovery after its filter was exposed to relative humidity changes. At a wavelength of 624 nm and for the default 60-second running average output, the STAP reveals an absolute change in $\sigma_{ab}$ per absolute change of $rh$ ($\Delta \sigma_{ab}/\Delta rh$) of 0.14 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ in the clean case, 0.29 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ in the case of BC loaded filters, and 0.21 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ considering filters loaded with ammonium sulfate. The 60-second running average of the particle light absorption coefficient at 625 nm measured with the MA200 revealed a response of around -0.4 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for all three cases. Whereas the response
of the STAP varies over the different loading materials, in contrast the MA200 was quite stable. The minimum and maximum response was for the STAP, in the range of 0.17 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ and 0.24 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ considering ammonium sulfate loading and in the BC loaded case 0.17 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ to 0.62 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹, respectively. In the ammonium sulfate case, the minimum response shown by the MA200 was -0.42 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ and -0.36 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ at maximum for ammonium sulfate and -0.42 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ and -0.37 Mm⁻¹ %⁻¹ in case of BC loading, respectively. Using the aerosol dryer upstream, the STAP did not change the behavior, but the amplitude of the observed effect was reduced by a factor of up to three.

A linear correction function for the STAP was developed here. It is provided by correlating 1 Hz resolved recalculated particle light absorption coefficients at 1 Hz time resolution against the rh change rates change rate of rh. The linear response is estimated with 10.08 Mm⁻¹ s⁻¹ %⁻¹. Though, the uncertainties of the given correction approach could not be estimated due to the. The provided correction function can be used to correct for bias induced to rh changes at this time resolution. A correction approach for the MA200 is also provided, however, the behavior of the MA200 is more complex. Further research and multi-instrument measurements have to be conducted to fully understand the underlying processes, since the correction approach resulted in different correction parameters across various experiments. However, the exponential recovery after the filter of the MA200 experienced a rh change could be reproduced. Though, the given correction approach has to be estimated with other rh sensors as well since each sensor has a different response time. And, for the given correction approaches the uncertainties could not be estimated mainly due to the response time of the rh sensor. Therefore, we do not recommend to use the given approaches. But, they showing in the right direction and besides the imperfections they are useful to at least estimate the measurement uncertainties due to relative humidity changes.

Due to our findings, we recommend to use an aerosol dryer upstream of absorption photometers to reduce the rh effect significantly. Furthermore, when absorption photometers are used in vertical measurements, the ascending or descending speed through layers of large rh gradients has to be low to minimize the observed rh effect. But this is simply not possible in some scenarios especially in unmixed layers or clouds. Additionally, recording the rh of the sample stream allows correcting for the bias during post processing of the data. This data correction leads to reasonable results, according the given example in this study.

1 Introduction

Black carbon (BC) and its light-absorbing properties has significant influence on the Earth’s climate, and its contribution is associated with major uncertainties, in particular due to its vertical distribution (Zarzycki and Bond, 2010). In addition, it is suspected to affect human health (WHO, 2012). Absorption photometer are feasible instruments to measure the light absorbing properties of aerosol particles. These photometers measure the aerosol particle light absorption coefficient (σ(abs)) by detecting the change of attenuation of light due to deposited aerosol particle mass on sample filter. They have been installed on airship platforms (Rosati et al., 2016), tethered balloon platforms (Ran et al., 2016; Ferrero et al., 2014, Ferrero et al., 2016) or unmanned aircraft systems (UAS; Markowitz et al., 2017, Telg et al., 2017, Bärfuss et al., 2018) to address the
vertical BC distribution. To investigate human exposure to health-harming BC-containing aerosol particles from combustion sources, they have been used for mobile measurements (Capella et al., 2017 and references therein; Alas et al., 2018).

Subramanian et al. (2007), Vecchi et al. (2013) and Lack et al. (2008) have shown, that liquid-like brown carbon can significantly bias filter-based absorption measurements since this organic carbon wraps around filter fibers and alters their structural properties. Aerosol samples contain water vapor represented by its relative humidity ($r_{h}$). Similarly to the liquid-like brown carbons, during the sampling process, water vapor can be adsorbed by the filter material or might be bound on the binding material within the filters. A variety of filter materials is used in absorption photometers and the water uptake is different across various materials. Hence, changes in the aerosol $r_{h}$ can affect the aerosol particle light absorption measurements differently. Nessler et al. (2006) has shown to which extent sudden changes in relative humidity ($r_{h}$) can influence measurements of a Particle/Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP; Radiance Research, Seattle, WA) and an Aethalometer for clean filter material and loaded with BC, whereas Cai et al. (2014) has shown the effect for the microAeth® AE51, however, they did not quantify it. However, hygroscopic aerosol particle species such as ammonium sulfate can take up water depending on the relative humidity. The $r_{h}$ effect for filters loaded with such aerosol species was never quantified. Furthermore, not all filter materials have been covered within these studies. Summarizing, both, filter material and loading material, may influence the light attenuation of the filter.

The $r_{h}$ effect might not be relevant for averaging periods longer than 5 minutes as usually done at stationary measurements on ground (e.g. to address human exposure to BC containing aerosol particles). However, to address vertical profiling of BC with fast $r_{h}$ changes, particle light absorption measurements require a high temporal resolution of about seconds.

Telg et al. (2017) presented a study using an unmanned aircraft system (UAS) for vertical profiling of aerosol physical properties including the aerosol particle light absorption coefficient measured by an absorption photometer. In their study, a significant decrease of $\sigma_{abs}$ at around 1000 m altitude is visible. Considering the other simultaneously measured microphysical aerosol parameters, this decrease is not to be expected. In the WMO/GAW report 227 (2016), it is recommended to conduct aerosol sampling below 40% relative humidity to prevent measurements artefacts due to high relative humidity. Although the measurements of Telg et al. (2017) have been conducted following these recommendations, this is a published example for the bias in $\sigma_{abs}$ measurements due to fast $r_{h}$ changes even for a $r_{h}$ below the 40% threshold.

In our study, the $r_{h}$ effect is investigated for the small-sized photometers STAP (Single Channel Tri-Color Absorption Photometer, Brechtel Manufacturing Inc., 1780 Addison Way, Hayward, CA 94544, USA), using a quartz-fiber glass filter, and MA200® (AethLabs, 1640 Valencia St., Suite 2C, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA), which relies on a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter. We show results of a set of laboratory experiments and address the effect of sudden changes in relative humidity for both absorption photometers. Herein, we consider three different scenarios: a) clean filters, different filter loading densities of b) hydrophobic BC, and c) hydrophilic ammonium sulfate ((NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$). In all of these cases we also investigated the impact of a silica-bead based diffusion drier to the $r_{h}$ effect.
Following scientific questions will be addressed: To which extent do STAP and MA200 are sensitive to $rh$ changes, and does different loading with respect to material and areal density contribute to this effect? Can the observed effect be corrected, and which recommendations can be given for the usage of such absorption photometer? This is important because recent developments indicate that lightweight absorption measuring instruments will be used more frequently for airborne applications in the near future.

2 Experiment

2.1 Theory of absorption measurements

Filter-based absorption photometer measuring the decrease of intensity of light which passes through the filter-medium with a specific optical thickness. The decrease of intensity can be described quantitatively according the law of Beer-Lambert:

$$\ln(I) = \ln(I_0) + \sigma_{ATN}(\lambda)l,$$

(1)

where $I$ is the attenuated intensity of light with a wavelength $\lambda$ with a raw intensity $I_0$, attenuated along a path $l$ through a medium with an light attenuation coefficient $\sigma_{ATN}$. The path length $l$ can also be interpreted as the length of a column of aerosol passing through the sample area of the filter spot $A_i$ of the instrument (subscript $i$), whereas the particles are collected and accumulated in the filter. But, a reinterpretation of the path length does not mean that the result is the particle light absorption coefficient, but still the light attenuation coefficient. Therefore, the path length $l$ can be calculated by the volume, which flows at a certain rate (volume flow rate; $Q_i$), for a time $\Delta t$ through the sample area $A_i$. Based on Eq. (1), this results, and hence we can rewrite Eq. (1) as into:

$$\ln(I(t)) = \ln(I(t-\Delta t)) + \sigma_{ATN,i}(\lambda)\frac{Q_i\Delta t}{A_i}.$$

(2)

While aerosol particles deposit on the filter the incoming light gets additionally scattered by those particles. Hence the effective pathway of the light through the filter increases due to the multiple scattering. To account for this, in Eq. (4) needs $f(\tau)$, the transmission ($\tau$) dependent filter-loading correction factor, with:

$$\tau = \frac{I(t)}{I_0},$$

(3)

where $I_0$ is the light intensity measured of a white, clean filter. For instance, Ogren (2010) published reported an updated the loading correction function for the PSAP introduced and updated by Bond et al. (1999) defined as:

$$f(\tau) = (1.0796\tau + 0.71)^{-1},$$

(4)

which is also used for the STAP.

Rearranging and applying the filter loading correction to the attenuation coefficient Eq. (2) will give the particle light absorption coefficient Eq. (4) gives:
Water has a refractive index of $1.33+i1.5e^{-9}$ at 532 nm wavelength. Hence it interacts with incoming electromagnetic radiation. If the filter is exposed to relative humidity changes the light attenuation of the filter changes, since the water binds to the filter itself (Caroll, 1976 and Caroll, 1986). Depending on the filter material this change increases or decreases the attenuation coefficient. Since a variety of filter materials, with different physical properties exist, we suspect that magnitude and sign of the light attenuation coefficient can vary with the filter material. The hypothesis is that the change rate of the relative humidity $(\frac{\text{d}R\text{h}}{\text{d}t})$ directly determines the amplitude-magnitude of change in the particle light absorption coefficient, which is directly proportional to the difference of two subsequent attenuation measurements the change of attenuation.

The effect of changes in the relative humidity on particle light absorption measurements contains of two parts. First, the interaction of the filter with the $R\text{h}$ by its own. Second, hygroscopic particles change their optical properties by the water uptake and loss due to growing and shrinking. Hence, aerosol particles under varying relative conditions will also have an effect on the reported particle light absorption coefficient.

Some absorption photometer such as the STAP directly provide measurements of the aerosol particle light absorption coefficient $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$, some, for instance the MA200, provide measurements of the equivalent black carbon (eBC; Petzold et al. (2013)) mass concentration ($M_{\text{eBC}}$). eBC mass concentrations can be converted to $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ with:

$$\sigma_{\text{abs}} = M_{\text{eBC}} \cdot MAC,$$

in which $MAC$ is the mass absorption cross section in m$^2$ g$^{-1}$.

Comparison of the eBC mass concentration between a MAAP (Multi Angle Absorption Photometer; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 27 Forge Parkway, 02038 Franklin, MA, USA; Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004) at 637 nm wavelength and MA200 at 625 nm and STAP at 624 nm beforehand the experiment revealed a good agreement within 3% and within 6%, respectively. For the STAP a $MAC$ of 6.6 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ was assumed. Since a $MAC$ of 6.6 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ is used for the MAAP at 637 nm, in this study we used the $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ directly provided by the STAP and derived with the mentioned $MAC$ in the case for the MA200, which already accounts for multiple scattering and filter loading corrections.

### 2.2 Instrument description

As mentioned before, we investigated two filter-based absorption photometers, which are described in the upcoming sections. The Single Channel Tri-Color Absorption Photometer (STAP; Brechtel Manufacturing Inc, 1789 Addison Way, Hayward, CA 94544, USA) and the MA200 (AethLabs, 1640 Valencia St, Suite 2C, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA) use different filter materials. The STAP relies on a quartz-fiber glass filter, whereas the MA200 is based on a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter. Since their behavior under fast changes of the relative humidity is not described yet and hence we investigate both instruments in this study.
2.2.1 MA200

The microAeth® MA200 is a small sized (13.7 x 8.5 x 3.6 cm; 420 g), absorption photometer measuring the attenuation of light at 5 wavelengths (375, 470, 528, 625, and 880 nm; 625 nm are investigated in this study) due to deposited particulate matter on a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter band. The particulate matter samples on a sample spot with 3 mm diameter leading to a sample area of \( A_{\text{spot}} \approx 0.71 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2 \). MeBC is determined under the assumption that the change of attenuation is proportional to the deposited eBC mass. The measurements were recorded with a 1 Hz time resolution. With the DualSpot® technology the instrument is able to reduce uncertainties related to loading effects up to 60\% (Holder et al., 2018) but was not functioning at the time of the experiment.

Holder et al. (2018) reported that the measurements are slightly depending on \( \rho_h \) and \( T \) of the aerosol sample. However, they observed concentrations of up to 7 mg m\(^{-3}\), at which the observed dependence on humidity and temperature did not influence the measured values significantly. Furthermore, they used another version of the instrument (MA350), which may react differently to changes in humidity and temperature.

2.2.1 Single Channel Tri-color Absorption Photometer (STAP)

The second instrument used here is the Single Channel Tri-color Absorption Photometer (STAP, Brechtel Manufacturing Inc, 1789 Addison Way, Hayward, CA 94544, USA). This photometer detects light intensities behind two quartz-fiber glass filter (PALL LifeScience, Pallflex Membrane Filters Type E70-2075W) at three wavelengths (450, 525 and 624 nm). On the first filter, the sample filter, the light attenuates due to deposited particulate matter. The second filter, the reference filter, is located downstream the sample filter and allows blank filter reference light intensity measurements, deposited on a quartz-fiber glass filter (PALL LifeScience, Pallflex Membrane Filters Type E70-2075W).

By default, the particle light absorption coefficient is determined internally using 60 s averages of the raw intensity measurements for both filter spots. Therefore, in Eq. (5) \( I(t) \) is defined as:

\[
I(t) = \frac{I_{\text{smp,}\lambda}}{I_{\text{ref,}\lambda}} \quad (7)
\]

where \( I_{\text{smp}} \) and \( I_{\text{ref}} \) is the intensity of light at the certain wavelength \( \lambda \) behind the sample (smp) and blank reference (ref) filter, respectively. Nevertheless, all raw measurements are recorded with a time resolution of 1 Hz allowing a recalculation of \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) at this time resolution. The volumetric flow is set to one liter per minute (lpm). According to the manual, at an internal averaging interval of 60 s, the measurement uncertainty is specified to 0.2 Mm\(^{-1}\). The spot diameter is \( \sim 4.8 \) mm which leads to a sample area of \( A_{\text{spot}} \sim 1.75 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2 \).
2.2.2 MA200

The second instrument used here is the microAeth® MA200 is a small sized (13.7 x 8.5 x 3.6 cm; 420g), absorption photometer measuring the attenuation of light at 5 wavelengths (375, 470, 528, 625, and 880 nm; 625 nm are investigated in this study) due to deposited particulate matter on a PTFE filter band.

Similarly to the STAP, the MA200 detects light intensities behind a sample and reference spot. The particulate matter samples on a sample spot with 3 mm diameter leading to a sample area of $A_{\text{spot}} \approx 0.7 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2$. The reference spot of same area allows for blank filter measurements. $M_{\text{eBC}}$ is determined under the assumption that the change of attenuation is proportional to the deposited eBC mass. The measurements were recorded with a 1 Hz time resolution. With the DualSpot® technology the instrument is able to reduce uncertainties related to loading effects up to 60 % (Holder et al., 2018) but was not functioning at the time of the experiment.

Holder et al. (2018) reported that the measurements are slightly depending on $rh$ and $T$ of the aerosol sample. However, they observed concentrations of up to 7 mg m$^{-3}$, at which the observed dependence on humidity and temperature did not influence the measured values significantly. Furthermore, they used another version of the instrument (MA350), which may react differently to changes in humidity and temperature.

2.3 Experimental Set-up

The experimental setup is designed to examine the instrument filters in different states. Unloaded filters and differently loaded with black carbon and ammonium sulfate were investigated. The extent to which fast changes in the relative humidity of the air passing through the filter affect absorption measurements was investigated for these conditions. In these states we investigated how fast changes of the relative humidity of the air flowing through the filters affect absorption measurements.

A miniCAST burner (model 5200, Jing Ltd.) was used to generate soot (black carbon; BC) aerosol particles due to combustion of propane. The produced BC particles stream can be diluted according the needs of the customer. A detailed description of the miniCAST is supplied by (Jing, 1999). Additionally, a solution of ammonium sulfate ((NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$; solution concentration of 0.05g/80 ml) was nebulized to an aerosol and was dried afterwards. Either the ammonium sulfate or the BC aerosol was fed into a 0.5 m$^3$ stainless steel mixing chamber. A fan within the chamber with an included fan to ensures a well-mixed aerosol within the chamber.

The scheme of the experimental set up is described in Figure 1. First, two particle free, dry (RH = 0%) air flows were produced. One of the flows was humidified by passing through two glass tubes containing distilled water at room temperature with an inlet and outlet for compressed particle free air. A maximum relative humidity of ~96% was reached. Both, the dry and humidified air flows were mixed together with a Swagelok brass T-shaped flow splitter and it was ensured that the sum of both mass-flows exceeded 1 lpm (controlled by a mass flow controller). Different $rh$ were produced according to the ratios of the dry and humidified air. For this, valves with markings indicating the opening state marks on the valves were used to reproduce consistent mixing $rh$. The $rh$ and $T$ of the airflow sampled...
with the photometer were detected with a temperature and relative humidity sensor (model HYT939, B+B Thermo-Technik GmbH, 78166 Donaueschingen, Germany) within an accuracy of ±1.8% (between 0 and 90% RH) and ±0.2°C (between 0 and 60°C). Furthermore, this sensor has a response time \(t_{63}\) of <10s. Additionally, this setup could be used with or without a silica bead-based dryer beforehand the photometers to examine to which extent a dryer dampens the effect of relative humidity changes on the photometer absorption measurements.

Two main setups were used to investigate the effect of changes in real humidity. In the first, the filters of the devices were unloaded and the instruments collected a particle free airflow with adjustable relative humidity to examine the pure filter effect. In the second, the filters of the devices are loaded to a certain degree and afterwards they sample particle-free humidified air which accounts for the combination of both effects, the pure filter effect and the effect induced by the hygroscopic behavior of the particles.

The dried black carbon or ammonium sulfate aerosol was split into two streams from one of which could be sampled on the photometer filters, the absorption photometer were sampling simultaneously. The other one was sampled with a mobility particle sizer spectrometer (MPSS; working principle explained in e.g. Wiedensohler et al. (2012)) to measure the aerosol particle number size distribution from which the loading mass was estimated. An example of a generated ammonium sulfate aerosol is shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, to examine the loading the mass concentration of the generated eBC (soot), the generated BC aerosol was measured also with a MAAP.

### 3 Results

This chapter will give an overview of the measurement results. The overall behavior of both instruments will be shown for wavelengths of 624 nm in the case of the STAP and 625 nm in the case of the MA200, respectively. A closer look at the behavior of both devices at 1 Hz time resolution shows that both devices differ greatly in quality (see Figure 3). The STAP (red dots and the smooth fit shown as black line) reacts very fast to relative humidity changes (\(drh/dt\) as purple line) and then returns relatively fast to the zero line. The MA200, on the other hand, also shows a fast response to relative humidity changes, but then shows a distinct exponential recovery (see Figure 3, blue dots and smooth fit shown as orange line) and reports absorption coefficients different from zero although there is no rh change.

Therefore, we use an averaging on a 60 second basis to describe the qualitative behavior of both devices. In the case of the STAP, the internal 60 second averaging is used. For the MA200, on the other hand, a 60-second “running average” is applied to the 1 Hz measurements.

The qualitative behavior of both devices is shown as follows. To each absolute change in the relative humidity (\(\Delta rh\)) the corresponding maximum of the excursion of the averaged absorption coefficient (\(\Delta\sigma_{av}\)) has been assigned. Where the absolute change of the relative humidity is the difference between the relative humidity at the time of the largest excursion in the absorption coefficient and the relative humidity at the start of the excursion. This approach also excludes the response time of the rh sensor.
The particle light absorption coefficients in dependence of the absolute change in $\text{rh}$ ($\Delta \text{rh}$) are the 60 second internal averaging readouts of the STAP and a 60 seconds floating average considering the MA200. First, the results for the pure filter effect will be shown. Clean filters will be considered. Afterwards, we present the results of the combined behavior of filter and aerosol particles on the filters. For loaded filters, the combined effect will be shown separated into BC and ammonium sulfate loading will be shown.

### 3.1 Clean filters

In Figure 4, the time series of the measured $\text{rh}$ upstream the two photometers (upper panel) and of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ measured by the STAP (624 nm) and MA200 (625 nm) in the lower panel are shown. The air sampled by the photometers was entirely particle-free. Relative humidity was changed in this time series between 3.1 and 87.7 %. The change rate of $\text{rh}$ ($\frac{d\text{rh}}{dt}$) was in the range of around -3.0 to 2.9 % s$^{-1}$. Whereas the measurements of the STAP ranging between -9.8 and 9.5 Mm$^{-1}$ the floating running 60 s mean of the MA200 readouts were ranging from to 32.2 to -33.6 Mm$^{-1}$, respectively. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the opposing behavior of both instruments. Whereas the STAP reacts to positive change rates of the $\text{rh}$ with positive particle light absorption coefficients, the MA200 measures negative particle light absorption coefficient and vice versa. Summarizing, this indicates that the different filter materials react opposing to each other.

Subramanian et al. (2008) observed that organic matter produced during low-temperature biomass burning has a liquid, bead-shaped appearance when collected on fibrous filter. Also, these organics can appear as translucent coatings on the filter fibers and therefore change significantly the interaction with incident light. Accordingly, for this study this means that the water in the collection stream can wrap itself around the filter fibers, analogous to the organic materials. Lack et al. (2008) has estimated the bias on filter-based absorption measurement due to loading with organic material. Under conditions with low mass concentrations of organic matter the agreement with photoacoustic-based aerosol light absorption measurements was 12 %. Whereas under conditions where the mass concentration of organic material was 15 to 20 times larger than that of light absorbing carbon, the difference was 50 – 80 %. Therefore the effect of coating with liquid matter around the fibers is not negligible. In the case of the STAP, the water beads and coating can lead to a higher net reflectance of the filter, which appears darker for the photodiode behind the filter. The instrument interprets this as an increased attenuation and hence an increased absorption. In addition, the backing material consists of hydrophilic cellulose, which may absorb water under increased relative humidity and thus change its optical properties (Ogren et al., 2017). Compared to the fibrous structure of the quartz-fiber filter, the PTFE filter of the MA200 is a porous, hydrophobic filter. We speculate that these properties result more into a collection of a thin film of water, which could act as an index matching between the refractive indices of the PTFE and air. An additional film with intermediate refractive index reduces the reflectance and thus increases the transmittance leading to a decreased attenuation. Hence, the instrument interprets decreases of the attenuation as negative absorption.

Since the filter in the STAP reveal positive and the filter in the MA200 a negative correlation to relative humidity changes a combination of both filters within one instrument could account for the observed effect. A new developed instrument could use these two different filter materials on two sampling spots to cancel out the effect of each other. Though, more
investigations have to be done, especially to understand the different recovery behaviors and effect magnitudes of the PTFE and quartz-fiber filter.

The overall behavior of both instruments in the case of clean filters is shown in Figure 5. Each point represents the corresponding maximum deviation of $\sigma_{abs}$ after the $rh$ was changed. The amplitude of the relative humidity change was estimated by subtracting the starting $rh$ at the start of the $\sigma_{abs}$ excursion from the $rh$ at the time of the maximum $\sigma_{abs}$ deviation. Ongoing this will be referred as absolute $rh$ change ($\Delta rh$). For all investigated $\Delta rh$, the response behavior of the MA200 ($R^2 = 0.99$) is more stable than the STAP ($R^2 = 0.78$). However, the response is stronger than the average response of the STAP at the presented wavelength. Whereas the STAP shows a dependency of 0.14 Mm$^{-1}\%^{-1}$, which means an increase in absorption with increasing $rh$, the MA200, shows an opposing behavior with a larger absolute value in the slope of $-0.41$ Mm$^{-1}\%^{-1}$ (Appendix 1). As shown in Figure 5, for each device the magnitude of the deviation due to positive or negative changes in humidity is approximately the same.

3.2 Loaded filters

Different aerosol types deposit on the filter within the instruments while measuring $\sigma_{abs}$. These aerosol types are either hydrophilic or hydrophobic and hence experience water uptake or not under conditions of elevated $rh$. Hereby, the more particle material is deposited on the filter the more water deposits on the filter. Therefore, this section will show the influence of different filter loading materials on the $rh$ effect and will also point out the effect of different filter loading mass. The observed effect will include both, the effect for clean filters (the pure filter effect) and the effect of the hygroscopic behavior of the particles loaded onto the filter. But, investigating the effect of the loading material alone is simply not possible since no filter material exist, which is not affected by $rh$ changes. Therefore, the presented results are always a combination of the filter effect and the material effect. For both considered loading materials, the filter loading mass loaded onto the filters was calculated by multiplying the apparent prevalent loading mass concentration within the mixing chamber of the considered material with the volume flow rate of the instrument and the loading duration. The filter were loaded to a certain extent with different materials and afterwards the absorption photometer were sampling particle free air with adjustable humidity. The different sample spot areas of the absorption photometers will be considered herein by normalizing the loaded mass with the respective sample spot area. Ongoing this will be referred as filter loading areal density $\rho^*$.

3.2.1 Black carbon

During the experiment the eBC loading mass concentration was estimated with different methods depending on the stability of the mass concentration and loading duration and was ranging between 27.6 and 52.6 µg m$^{-3}$. In Table 1, the mean absorption coefficient of eBC per spot area ($\rho^*_{eBC}$) of both instruments is shown. During experiment #1 (see Table 1) the mean absorption coefficient of the STAP was divided by a MAC of 6.6 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ since the absorption was stable during the loading period and it’s a direct measure from the sampling instrument. For the experiment #2 the loading mass concentration was taken from the average of two consecutive MAAP measurements since the loading period was shorter than 2 minutes which is shorter than the internal...
averaging period of the STAP so that no stable absorption coefficient readouts could be provided by the STAP. During experiment #3 no MAAP was available and the absorption coefficient measured by the STAP was unstable. We therefore decided to estimate the loaded eBC mass by integrating the absorption coefficient during the loading period and dividing it by the MAC. Four different $\rho_{\text{eBC}}^*$ were considered in the case of the STAP, three for the MA200, respectively. Due to the smaller volume flow rate of the MA200, $\rho_{\text{eBC}}^*$ is in each corresponding case smaller than $\rho_{\text{eBC}}^*$ for the STAP and therefore, if any effects of different loadings are observed these might be not as distinct as for the STAP.

For all considered BC loading cases the averaged response of STAP and MA200 to relative humidity changes is shown in Figure 5 (upper right panel) and corresponding linear fitting and correlation parameters are given in Appendix Table 1. The STAP shows a dependency of 0.29 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ in this case. This means absolute changes in $\text{rh}$ affecting the BC loaded filter leading to stronger $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ deviations than in the clean case. For the MA200, the response of the instrument to rapid changes in $\text{rh}$ does not depend on the loading material the filter with BC since the regression slope is the same as in the clean case. However, the y-intercepts deviate from each other but within 0.6 Mm$^{-1}$. We assume that this could be due to the lower absolute loading on the filter (15% of the STAP loading because of 0.15 lpm flow rate compared to 1 lpm of the STAP) or the MA200 response is in general independent of the filter loading material.

Considering different loading areal densities, the MA200 shows more or less the same behavior (see Appendix Table 1 and Figure 7). The slope of the linear correlation fit ranges from -0.42 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ to -0.37 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ for corresponding loading areal densities of 1.1 to 16.3 mg m$^{-2}$. The STAP shows a larger variability (Figure 7, left panel, black and gray colors). For $\rho_{\text{eBC}}^*$ of 2.8 to 42.9 mg m$^{-2}$ the STAP response ranges from 0.17 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$ to 0.62 Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$. However, these results may not be entirely representative since $R^2$ is only for a loading density of 13.7 mg m$^{-2}$ larger than 0.9 (0.94). Maybe the smaller amount of data points in the other cases explains this. However, the number of data points observed with the MA200 was also small but $R^2$ is in each case larger than 0.9. Similar to the clean case, for both instruments, drying and humidifying the sample stream to the same extent resulted in a deviation of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ with the similar magnitude.

### 3.2.2 Ammonia sulfate

The loading mass concentration of the deposited (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ aerosol depositing on the filters was estimated by integrating the mean ammonium sulfate aerosol particle volume size distribution of the loading period of the generated ammonium sulfate particles and multiplying this volume concentration of the ammonium sulfate aerosol during the loading period (see Table 2) with an assumed ammonium sulfate density of 1.77 g cm$^{-3}$ (Haynes, 2014). The loading mass concentrations were in the range of 27.2 to 59.3 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ (see Table 2). The very narrow standard deviation around the mean particle number and volume size distribution in Figure 2 indicate clearly that the loading mass concentrations were very stable during the loading periods.

In the experiments ammonium sulfate filter loading areal densities were 3.1 to 99.6 mg m$^{-2}$ in the case of the STAP and 1.2 to 15.9 mg m$^{-2}$ in the case of the MA200. Exemplarily, PNSD and PVSD of the ammonium sulfate aerosol of the
loading on Feb. 23 are shown in Figure 2. It is clearly visible that the ammonium maximum in the particle volume size distribution peaked around a mobility diameter of 260 nm.

Figure 6 shows exemplarily the time series of \( \text{rh} \) of the sampled air \( \text{rh} \) and of the \( \sigma_{abs} \), measured with STAP and MA200 operated with clean filters. A \( \text{rh} \) of 0.0 to 96.2% with a relative humidity change rates of in the range of -1.42 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) was measured. Compared to the case in Figure 4 here a step-wise change of \( \text{rh} \) is shown. These steps resulted in a smaller absolute excursion of \( \sigma_{abs} \) which ranges from -7.2 to 9.0 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \) (STAP; 624 nm, 60 s measurement resolution) and -14.1 to 10.9 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \) (MA200; 625 nm, 60 second running mean). Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the response of the \( \sigma_{abs} \) to changes at three different states of filter loading. During the first ramp the filter were clean, during the second period the filters had a filter areal loading density of 32.5 (STAP) and 12.4 (MA200) \( \text{mg m}^{-2} \) and during the third ramp the filter in the STAP had loading areal density of 98.7 \( \text{mg m}^{-2} \) and the MA200 filter was loaded with an areal loading density of 37.6 \( \text{mg m}^{-2} \). The response of the instruments during these periods is shown in Appendix Table 1.

In Figure 5 (lower left panel), the overall (mean) response of both instruments to \( \text{rh} \) changes is shown in the case of loading with ammonium sulfate. The MA200 behaves similarly to the clean and BC case (slope of -0.40 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \)), The \( \sigma_{abs} \) measured by the STAP responses the opposite way opposingly, with a positive slope of 0.21 ± 0.01 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) which is roughly half of the amplitude response shown by the MA200 and around two thirds of the BC loaded case.

As shown in Figure 6, both absorption photometers measure an “apparent” absorption coefficient of approximately 2 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \) during loading with ammonium sulfate (18:30 and 21:00 UTC). This shows that absorption photometers react sensitively to scattering aerosols such as ammonium sulfate. The scattering ability of any material can be described with the real part of its refractive index. It seems that for the STAP the slope of the correlation increases with increasing scattering of the loading material (0.15 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for a clean filter, 0.21 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for ammonium sulfate, and 0.30 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for BC). Ammonium sulfate has a real part of 1.521 ± 0.002 (at 532 nm Dinar et al, 2007) and BC from combustion processes has a real part of 1.96 at 530 nm (Kim et al., 2015 following Ackermann and Toon (1981)). Hence, the quartz fiber glass filters loaded with “artificially” absorbing aerosol inside the STAP could lead to a variation in the response to relative humidity changes. But, the MA200 was loaded with ammonium sulfate as well and its response to relative humidity changes is almost constant for all considered loading materials. Therefore, either the observation is caused by the interaction of quartz fiber glass filters with the loading material and the PTFE filter inside the MA200 do not causes this behavior, the filter loading of the MA200 was too low, or there are other mechanisms explaining this. Furthermore, since only three different cases (clean, ammonium sulfate, and BC) were observed in this study more materials should be considered to investigate this phenomenon. It seems that for the STAP the slope of the correlation increases with increasing imaginary part of the loading material (0.15 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for a clean filter, 0.21 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for ammonium sulfate with an imaginary part of 0.002 ± 0.002 (at 532 nm Dinar et al, 2007) or 16.361 ± 8 (at 550 nm and 40 % \( \text{rh} \); Erlick et al., 2011), and 0.30 \( \text{Mm}^{-1} \cdot \%^{-1} \) for BC with an imaginary part of 0.05 at 530 nm (Kim et al., 2015 following Ackermann and Toon (1981))). Three different cases were observed in this study only so that more materials should be considered to confirm or neglect this theory.
No correlation of linear regression slope and filter loading areal density \( \rho^* \) was observed in either case, for the STAP and the MA200, respectively. The slope (\( \alpha \)) of STAP ranges from 0.17 Mm\(^{-1}\) %\(^{-1}\) to 0.24 Mm\(^{-1}\) %\(^{-1}\), and from -0.36 Mm\(^{-1}\) %\(^{-1}\) to -0.42 Mm\(^{-1}\) %\(^{-1}\) for the MA200. With a relative difference from minimum to maximum slope of 15.2 % the response of the MA200 is less variable than of the STAP with a relative variability of 28.6 % (slopes with \( R^2 < 0.8 \) excluded, all points included 36.8 %). In Figure 7 (middle panel), the spread of the slopes within the shown cases is exemplarily shown for the investigated minimum and maximum load of the filters, in Figure 6 (middle panel). Overall, the magnitude of the deviation of \( \sigma_{\text{abs,rh}} \) was independent of the sigh of humidity change for both instruments.

### 3.3 Correction approach

The above chapters describe the overall behavior of the instruments to relative humidity changes averaging time of for 60 seconds. To correct for the described effect 1 Hz time resolution is needed to resolve the instantaneous response of the instruments to relative humidity changes. For this purpose, a further laboratory experiment was conducted in which the inlets of both instruments could be flexibly exposed to humidified air. In our particular case, we hold the inlet into a beaker with a moistened tissue. In order to avoid any dampening bias by a filter, all measurements were conducted without particle filter in front of the inlet. But, during this experiment under relatively clean laboratory conditions with a background of about \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) of 1.2 Mm\(^{-1}\) was measured so that the filter loading was very low. First we will consider the STAP and afterwards the MA200 is investigated.

#### 3.3.1 STAP

In Figure 8 the correlation of \( \text{rh} \) change rate (\( d\text{rh}/dt \)) and the measured \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) at 624 nm measured by the STAP (red circles) and recalculated with respect to standard conditions (pressure of 1013.25 hPa and temperature 273.15 K) is shown. The STAP-based background eBC mass concentration during the experiment was \( \sim 190 \) ng m\(^{-3}\) (at standard conditions, \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) at 624 nm converted with a MAC of 6.6 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)), which corresponds to offset (standard conditions corrected values) in the shown scatterplot of Figure 8 and which has no influence on the response to \( \text{rh} \) changes as shown previously.

The \( \text{rh} \) change rate ranged from -10.8 to 14.5 % s\(^{-1}\). These rates correspond to a \( \sigma_{\text{abs}} \) of -231 to 192 Mm\(^{-1}\) for recalculated values at standard conditions and -203 to 164 Mm\(^{-1}\) directly measured by the instrument. But these measurements are biased by the response time of the relative humidity sensor so that the “real” \( \text{rh} \) change-rate cannot fully represented by these measurements. On average the slope (correction factor \( C_{\text{rh}} \) in Eq. (28)) of the linear fit is 10.08 (± 0.12) Mm\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) for standard conditions and 8.82 (± 0.10) Mm\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) for direct instrument output, respectively. Calculating the particle light absorption coefficient introduced by \( \text{rh} \) changes with:

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,rh}} = C_{\text{rh}} \frac{d\text{rh}}{dt},
\]

for different \( \text{rh} \) change rates in both, the recalculated and direct instrument output case, and subtracting it from measurements allows to correct for the observed effect as follows:

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,rh}} = C_{\text{rh}} \frac{d\text{rh}}{dt}.
\]
\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,corr}} = \sigma_{\text{abs,meas}} - \sigma_{\text{abs,rh}}
\]  

(29)

and after replacing \(\sigma_{\text{abs,rh}}\) in Eq. (8) with Eq. (9) follows:

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,corr}} = \sigma_{\text{abs,meas}} - C_{\text{rh}} \frac{drh}{dt}
\]

(10)

The y-intersect of the linear fit in Figure 8 has not to be considered for correction as mentioned before. Disadvantageously, with this correction the noise of the \(rh\) sensor will propagate in the corrected \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\). Furthermore, the linear fit in Figure 8 under- or overestimates the behavior in regimes of very high relative humidity change rates, most likely due to the response time of the \(rh\) sensor, so that in those cases the correction function cannot entirely correct the bias. Therefore, the given correction factor \(C_{\text{rh}}\) consists of uncertainties, which cannot be entirely addressed. Hence, it is only a first guess, needs further refinement and right now we do not recommend to use the correction approach as long the uncertainties are not fully addressed. Furthermore, since only one STAP was tested, other STAP may have other correction factors due to a unit to unit variability. Additionally, other filter materials used in the STAP can also lead to another behavior. Exemplarily, Figure 9 shows the application of the correction function for STAP measurements. The upper panel displays the \(rh\) of a dried aerosol sample stream measured upstream of the STAP. The lower panel shows the recalculated \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) at 624 nm wavelength corrected for \(rh\) changes (black) and biased by \(rh\) changes (red). In the periods where the \(rh\) changes relatively fast (\(drh/dt\) of -0.55 to 0.56 % s\(^{-1}\) e.g. at around 6200 seconds), the uncorrected \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) overshoots. The correction significantly reduces this bias and smooth out the measurements during the periods of \(rh\) changes. At the peaks of \(drh/dt\) the difference of the corrected and uncorrected values is up to 1.5 Mm\(^{-1}\), which is significant with respect to the measured \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\). The periods with negative \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) are not introduced by the \(rh\) effect. We moreover think that a small offset is introduced in the initialization process of the instrument. Despite the imperfection of the correction scheme, this linear approach can be useful to derive a rough estimate of the accuracy of the measurements. For instance let \(x\) be the required accuracy for the measurements in % and \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) the measured particle light absorption coefficient we can express the ambient particle light absorption coefficient which is at least needed to fulfill the accuracy criterion in dependency of the \(rh\) change rate \(drh/dt\).
Exemplarily, if a change rate of 0.1 % s\(^{-1}\) is measured and an accuracy of 25% is needed, at least a measured particle light absorption coefficient of around 4 Mm\(^{-1}\) is needed to fulfill the accuracy criterion.

3.3.2 MA200

Whereas the STAP shows a linear response to \(rh\) changes, the MA200 is more complex and shows an exponential decay after it got exposed to \(rh\) changes. The exponential recovery behavior of the MA200 (see Figure 3) requires a more complex approach to correct for relative humidity changes. Therefore, the “apparent” particle light absorption coefficient can be described as a function of \(d\text{\(rh\)/d\(t\)}\) at a given time \(t\) (\(\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\),t}}\)):

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\),t}} = a \frac{d\text{\(rh\)}}{dt} + b\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\),t\(-1\)}},
\]

with \(a\) is a linear factor describing the dependency of \(\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\)}}\) to \(d\text{\(rh\)/d\(t\)}\) and \(b\) is an exponential decay parameter between 0 and 1. The Eq. \((\text{8}12)\) corresponds to an autoregressive moving average model with exogenous variable (ARMA-X).

The function \textit{marima} of the R package \textit{marima} (v2.2) is capable to derive such an ARMA-X model (details in Appendix A). From this the coefficients \(a\) and \(b\) can be derived. These can be furthermore used as initial parameters for an optimization by minimizing the sum of the squared residual errors. The derived ARMA-X model describes \(\sigma_{\text{abs,\(drh\)}}\) as follows:

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\)}}(t) = -0.47 \left[ \text{Mm}^{-1}\text{s}\text{\(^{-1}\)} \right] \frac{d\text{\(rh\)}}{dt}(t) + 0.93\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\),t\(-1\)}},
\]

and with the applied optimization:

\[
\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\)}}(t) = -0.50 \left[ \text{Mm}^{-1}\text{s}\text{\(^{-1}\)} \right] \frac{d\text{\(rh\)}}{dt}(t) + 0.96\sigma_{\text{abs,\(rh\),t\(-1\)}},
\]

Figure 10 shows time series of \(rh\) (upper panel) and 60 s floating average \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) derived with the MA200 at 625 nm with 1 Hz time resolution derived during the laboratory experiment mentioned in 3.4. Under the influence of \(drh/dt\) in the range of -11.2 to 17.1 % s\(^{-1}\) the 60 s floating running average of \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) is between -6.5 to 7.7 Mm\(^{-1}\) (\(M_{\text{BC}}\) equivalent of -0.99 to 1.20 µg m\(^{-3}\)). Subtracting the calculated “apparent” particle light absorption coefficient in dependency of \(rh\) changes following Eq. \((\text{9}13)\) and \((\text{4}1\Omega 4)\) to this data set \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) shrinks to -3.2 to 4.7 Mm\(^{-1}\) or -1.0 to 3.7 Mm\(^{-1}\) in the non- and optimized case, respectively. This corresponds to \(M_{\text{BC}}\) of around -0.5 to 0.7 µg m\(^{-3}\), or -0.2 to 0.6 µg m\(^{-3}\) in the optimized case. This indicates, that the presented approach can significantly reduce the \(rh\) bias in the presented case. But, \(rh\) change induced fluctuations in \(\sigma_{\text{abs}}\) are still visible, which indicates that correction scheme cannot account entirely for all the bias introduced.
by a change in \( rh \). Here, the response time of the sensor could account at least for a part of the imperfection of the correction approach and cannot be fully quantified, yet.

Unfortunately, the application of the same correction approach to other similar experiments resulted in different correction function \( a \) and \( b \). Applying the approach to two clean case experiments from section 3.1 resulted in optimized parameters of \( a = -0.92 \) and \( b = 0.974 \) and 0.971, respectively. Hence, it is just a first step trying to account for relative humidity changes and further research with more MA200 simultaneously has to be done to fully understand the underlying processes and to fully quantify the uncertainties of the correction scheme. Nevertheless, the presented approach significantly reduces the amplitude of the bias in the shown data set (see Figure 10). But, up to now we cannot recommend to use the given parameters to correct for \( rh \) effects. At most it can be used to make a rough estimate of how measurements of the particle light absorption coefficient derived the MA200 could be biased by \( rh \) changes.

6 Summary and Conclusion

Here we presented a unique set of laboratory studies to investigate the response of two different types of filter-based absorption photometers (STAP and MA200) with different filter material (quartz-fiber glass, and PTFE) to relatively fast changes in relative humidity of sampled aerosol. Different filter loading densities with different loading material (clean, black carbon, and ammonium sulfate) where considered in this study. Both instruments revealed that they react to fast humidity changes but in opposite ways, induced by the different filter material. This opposing behavior could be a chance to design an instrument on the basis of both filter materials so that the effects cancel out each other. No significant differences between the loading aerosol types were observed in the case of the MA200, whereas the STAP revealed the strongest response in the BC case. Furthermore, we investigated the effect of drying the airstream (aerosol) beforehand. Installing a dryer upstream reduced the excursion significantly, because the absolute excursion of the prevalent was reduced more than two times in amplitude.

The MA200 revealed a very robust response of \(-0.42\) to \(-0.36\) Mm\(^{-1}\) \( \%^{-1} \) (negative excursion of \( \sigma_{abs} \) with increasing \( rh \)), whereas the STAP was more fluctuating across loading areal density and loading aerosol type with a positive excursion of \( \sigma_{abs} \) in the range of 0.17 to 0.62 Mm\(^{-1}\) \( \%^{-1} \). We assume that in the case of the MA200 it is more a filter effect, or the filter loadings were too low to have a significant effect due to the lower volume flow rate. For the STAP, more parameters could also have an effect and further investigation is needed. For loading areal density on the filter no correlation was found, although we expected that the hygroscopic ammonium sulfate will affect the transmissivity of the filter-aerosol layer. Hence, we think excursions of \( \sigma_{abs} \) due to relative humidity changes is mainly caused by water vapor filter material interactions and is independent of the filter loading areal density or they were too low to observe significant effects.

Furthermore, we developed some correction approaches for both instruments to account for fast \( rh \) changes. For the STAP a linear correction function could be provided was derived. This correction follows a linear approach including a correction factor of \( C_{rh} = 10.08 \pm 0.12 \) Mm\(^{-1}\) s \( \%^{-1} \) for standard conditions and \( 8.82 \pm 0.10 \) Mm\(^{-1}\) s \( \%^{-1} \) for direct instrument output without any corrections. Exemplarily, this correction was applied to an airborne data set and has shown promising
But this correction was created with a \( rh \) sensor with a response time which introduces a bias in the correction approach and cannot be quantified, yet. Also, other \( rh \) sensors might result in a different correction formula. Exemplarily, this correction was applied to an airborne data set and has shown promising results. For the MA200 no linear correction function can be provided, since after an excursion of \( \sigma_{abs} \) the MA200 shows a distinct exponentially behaving recovery function. Therefore an ARMA-X model was developed to account for this exponential decay and to describe the \( \sigma_{abs} \) in dependency of \( d\sigma/dt \).

Applying this to the presented data set, this significantly reduced the excursion introduced by \( rh \) changes. But, the we do not recommend to use the presented approaches cannot be applied yet, since the uncertainties cannot be fully quantified yet and a refinement is need and has to be derived on the base of more experiments to fully understand the underlying processes and to quantify the uncertainties.

The findings summarized above lead to following recommendations how to use this type of instruments:

1. When used for vertical profiling, apparent sharp gradients in \( rh \) during the profile have to be taken into account.
   a. The ascending speed of the profiling platform should be reduced if possible, to decrease the temporal change of \( rh \), but in some scenarios this is simply not possible and therefore,
   b. when fast relative humidity changes cannot be avoided, such periods have to be removed from the data set, or at least to estimate the uncertainties of the measurements based on the presented correction functions.
      Therefore,

2. we recommend recording the \( rh \) of the sampled aerosol. This allows to determine \( rh \) change rates. This allows to roughly estimate the bias of \( rh \) changes on filter-based absorption measurements with these two instruments.

3. The usage of a dryer is highly recommended, because it reduces the amplitude of the excursion in the measurements during fast \( rh \) changes.

4. For both instruments we recommend to conduct more similar experiments to address the flaws of our study to refine the presented correction approaches.

5. Since the response is different in magnitude and sign for both filter materials, we recommend to examine the effect for other filter materials as well.
Appendix A: Multivariate Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model with exogenous variable – MARIMA-X

The multivariate autoregressive integrated moving average model with exogenous variable (MARIMA-X(p,d,q)) can model the behaviour of an observation driven by an exogenous variable. It consists of three parts, the autoregressive (AR) part of order p, the moving average (MA) part of order q, and the integrating (I) part, which describes how often (d times) a time series must differentiated to be stationary. An MARIMA-X model can be described as:

\[ Y_t = aX_t + b_1Y_{t-1} + b_2Y_{t-2} + \ldots + b_nY_{t-n} + \epsilon_t + c_1\epsilon_{t-1} + c_2\epsilon_{t-2} + \ldots + c_n\epsilon_{t-n}, \]  

(A1)

with \( Y_t \) the predicted value of the model at the time \( t \). \( b_1Y_{t-1} \) to \( b_nY_{t-n} \) are part of the autoregressive module of the model, with the corresponding coefficients \( b_1 \) to \( b_n \) describing the contribution of each \( Y_{t-n} \) to \( Y_t \). \( X_t \) represents the corresponding independent exogenous variable at time \( t \), whereas the \( \epsilon_t \) are part of the moving average of the model, which accounts for lagged error terms, \( \epsilon_t \) introduced by the model itself. \( c_1 \) to \( c_n \) indicate the contribution of \( \epsilon_t \) to \( \epsilon_{t-n} \) to \( Y_t \). For predictions of a variable the error term is unknown. A special case of the MARIMA-X model is the MARMA-X model or ARMA-X, in which the integrating part has an order of 0. Detailed informations about ARIMA models can be found in Durbin and Koopman (2012) and Lütkepohl (2005). A tutorial to estimate MARIMA models in R is provided by Spliid (2016).
Appendix B: Table with overview of all investigated cases
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Table 1: Filter loading mass concentration \( (M_{abc}) \) of the black carbon particles and filter areal loading density (deposited mass per spot area) \( \rho_{abc} \). \( M_{abc} \) were determined by dividing the average \( \sigma_{abs} \) of the STAP with an assumed MAC of 6.6 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) or based on the MAAP measurements. Usage of same filter is indicated by a separation with thick horizontal lines. Bold written entries were used for the investigation of the \( rh \) effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment/Filter number</th>
<th>( M_{abc} ) [( \mu g ) m(^{-3})]</th>
<th>( \rho_{abc} ) [( mg ) m(^{-3})]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP</td>
<td>MA200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>44.5 (STAP)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.4 (STAP)</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>27.6 (STAP)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>52.6 (MAAP, 2 scans)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.7 (integral of STAP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average volume and mass concentration \( (V_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}, M_{(NH_4)_2SO_4}) \) of the loading \( (NH_4)_2SO_4 \) aerosol derived from the used MPSS (number of used scans in brackets) and loading areal density \( \rho_{(NH_4)_2SO_4} \) of the filters are given. Usage of same filter is indicated by a separation with thick horizontal lines, which means that the filter loading mass was adding up during the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment/Filter number</th>
<th>( V_{(NH_4)_2SO_4} ) [( \mu m^3 ) cm(^{-3})] (# scans)</th>
<th>( M_{(NH_4)_2SO_4} ) [( \mu g ) m(^{-3})]</th>
<th>( \rho_{(NH_4)_2SO_4} ) [( mg ) m(^{-2})]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP</td>
<td>MA200</td>
<td>STAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>15.4 (2)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>18.6 (1)</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>20.6 (3)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>20.6 (4)</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>33.1 (3)</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>33.5 (5)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>20.3 (3)</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>20.3 (3)</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>23.9 (3)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>28.4 (4)</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>29.8 (2)</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>99.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix Table 1: Coefficients of the linear regression of the instrument response to $rh$ changes ($a$ is slope, $b$ is y-intersect, and $R^2$ the correlation coefficient) for the clean, ammonium sulfate and BC case for different loading areal densities $\rho_i$. The number of data-points is represented by $n$. Bold written entries represent cases with a $R^2$ larger than 0.8. $\sigma$ indicates the standard deviation of the fitting parameters. For ammonium sulfate $\tau$ not considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>loading aerosol</th>
<th>device</th>
<th>$\rho_i$ [mg m$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$a$ [Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\sigma(a)$ [Mm$^{-1}$ %$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$b$ [Mm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\sigma(b)$ [Mm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clean</td>
<td>MA200 (625 nm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP (624 nm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>MA200 (625 nm)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA200 (625 nm, all)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP (624 nm)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP (624 nm, all)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$</td>
<td>MA200 (625 nm)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MA200 (625 nm, all)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP (624 nm)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAP (624 nm, all)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 22: Average particle number (black) and volume size distributions (red) of the ammonium sulfate aerosol loaded on the filters in the MA200 and STAP during experiment #2 of the ammonium sulfate loading experiments. The average volume of 20.6 µm³ cm⁻³ is calculated from four scans. The shaded area indicate the standard deviation of the mean. \( D_{em} \) refers herein to the electrical mobility diameter of the aerosol particles.
Figure 3: 1 Hz raw data of $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ at 625 nm measured by the MA200 (blue points) and recalculated at 624 nm STAP200 (red points), the smooth fit through the measurements (orange and black), and $drh/dt$ (purple line).

Figure 4: Time series of $rh$ (top panel) and absorption coefficient (bottom panel) measured with STAP (624 nm; black) and MA200 (625 nm; red) with clean filters.
Figure 5: Scatter plot (dots) of all observations of the absolute excursion of $\sigma_{abs}$ ($\Delta \sigma_{abs}$) in dependence of the absolute change in $rh$ ($\Delta rh$), its linear regression fit as well as the summarizing boxplot of the linear regression fit are shown for the three investigated states (clean, loaded with BC and ammonium sulfate) at 624 nm (STAP, black colors) and 625 nm (MA200, red colors). Descriptive coefficients are given in Appendix table 1.
Figure 7: Scatter plot of change in absorption ($\Delta \sigma_{\text{abs}}$) in dependence of the absolute change in $\text{rh}$ ($\Delta \text{rh}$) separated into the different loading states (loaded with BC and ammonium sulfate) and minimum and maximum loading areal density on the filter. Dashed and colored lines represent the linear regression fit. Red and blue colors indicate MA200 at 625 nm and black and green colors indicate STAP at 624 nm. In the first panel BC loading is shown whereas in the second panel the ammonium sulfate case is displayed. Coefficients of the linear regression fit are displayed in panel 3. Shading of color in the linear fits and of the points are same as in panel 3.

Figure 6: $\text{rh}$ of the air stream sampled by the MA200 and the STAP (upper panel) and $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ measured by MA200 and STAP at 625 (624) nm (lower panel). First up and down ramp of $\text{rh}$ conducted with clean filter, second and third under conditions with filter loaded with ammonium sulfate. Loading periods around 18:30 and 21:00 UTC.
Figure 8: Scatterplot of $\sigma_{abs}$ and change rate of $rh$ ($drh/dt$) at 624 nm derived directly from STAP without any corrections (red) and recalculated $\sigma_{abs}$ at 624 nm including corrections to standard conditions (black). Linear fit equations and correlation coefficient are given in the corresponding colors.
Figure 9: Time series of $rh$ before the inlet of the STAP (blue, upper panel) and recalculated $\sigma_{abs}$ (floating-running 60 s mean of 1 Hz calculations) at standard conditions corrected (black) and uncorrected (red) for $rh$ changes.

Figure 10: Time series of a laboratory measurement of $\sigma_{abs}$ conducted with the MA200 without a filter. Upper panel shows the $rh$ of the aerosol sample and the lower panel displays the 60 s floating-running average of measured $\sigma_{abs}$ at 1 Hz time resolution and 625 nm uncorrected and biased by $rh$ changes (red) and corrected with the modelled $\sigma_{abs}$ derived with the ARMA-X model (black).